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1CHAPTER I
Introduction
Purpose of the Study : The purpose of this study is to determine in some
measure the present interest and ability in local Public Welfare admin-
istration to provide social services on a broad and planned basis*
The incidence of financial dependency is frequently a salient
manifestation of one or more related problems with respect to an individ-
ual or a family group. That is, need for financial assistance in a given
instance may be a symptom of a more fundamental problem of, for example,
personality factors, unrealistic planning or lack of it, or discordant
family relationships. If one reflects for a moment, the possible relation-
ship of these three factors can be visualized as a background for the need
of financial assistance. One or more such factors may operate in a causa-
tive role in relation to financial need or one or more may develop as a
result which, in turn, could influence, unfavorably, an opportunity to
regain self-dependence. This is not to deny the influence of constant
change and sometimes rapid shifts in the larger aspects of the social and
economic environment. These forces are beyond the control of most individ-
uals, and many people, for varying periods of time, are unable to effect
the adjustments necessary to maintain a favorable financial balance.
On the other hand, there is an area of immediate environment
which is subject, in considerable degree, to control, manipulation, and
alleviation by the individual. If it is conceded that ours is a complex
society, it can readily be understood that people do not always have the
resources nor objective guidance readily at hand to meet and successfully
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cope with the problems and obstacles they may face* This presents another
avenue through which dependency and related problems may be met*
The Public Welfare administrator and staff worker who is in direct
contact with recipient groups has an opportunity to discover the causes
of difficulties in individual families and to provide services designed
to help them regain self-dependency* For those who are receiving other
forms of assistance such as Old Age Assistance or Aid to Dependent
Children, there are opportunities to help them realize a fuller, more
satisfying life* In either case, a valuable and important service is
rendered not only to many individuals but to the entire community, for
a community depends on its members for its strength and vigor. Although
the question which constitutes the purpose of this study has been considered
with interest, by the writer, for some time, a recent study carried out by
the Massachusetts State Department of Public Welfare crystalized the wish
to conduct this inquiry.
The State Department Study was an Administrative Case Review in
the Division of Aid and Relief,-1- and was carried out in each town in the
Commonwealth through the seven district offices in accordance with a
schedule prepared by the Department. The two categories of Old Age Assist-
ance and Aid to Dependent Children were studied by the case sample method.
The schedule of study called for specific information with respect to well
defined points of the State and Federal laws governing the two categories.
Included in the schedule was a brief section inquiring into the matter of
1 Mass. Dept. Public Welfare "Administrative Case Review",
March, 1945.
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3the provision of social services. Two questions in this area were asked.
The first was concerned with services related to physical health. The
other inquired whether or not social services had been rendered as the
2
need indicated.
There was a basic difference in the study with respect to these
two major divisions. In the first, which constituted the major part of
the questionnaire, the questions were clear, concise, and tangible.
Specific points of the law provided a well defined background against
which the answers could be determined with a high degree of objectivity.
On the other hand, the section of the study related to social services
possessed no stated frame of reference. If the examiner found no state-
ment in the case record that indicated a problem related to the financial
one or any problem of a non-financial nature, the reply would state that
the question was not applicable to that particular case. If the record
disclosed that transportation to and from a clinic had been provided for
the recipient or that help had been provided in obtaining a prosthetic
device, the reply could state that social services had been rendered to
meet the need. If the recording in the local office was confined to such
matters as identifying information, an enumeration of material resources,
and consideration of the points of legal eligibility, there would be no
opportunity to determine whether other problems existed aside from those
of a purely economic or physical health nature. The fact that individuals
and families are subject to other related problems is well documented by
2 Ibid., Review 1A pp. 11-12 and Review 2A pp. 9-10
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volumes of material from the fields of mental hygiene, psychiatry, psychol-
ogy, and others. Whenever such problems are related to economic dependency
with respect to an individual or family, either as a cause or an effect,
they automatically become the concern of the administration of public
welfare.
Method and Scone of the Study
This study was planned in a district office of the State Department
of Public Welfare, Division of Aid and Relief, and was executed by means
of interviews with individual local administrators in 24.6 per cent of the
towns within the jurisdiction of the district office. The towns in which
the interviews were to be held were selected by the district administration
to provide a wide range of population and types of local administration.
The State Field Representatives made arrangements for the interviews
which were conducted within the time period from October 17 to December 20,
1945.
It is the writer’s premise that the concept of the job of Public
Welfare held by local administrators, attitudes toward the recipient group
or groups, and a substantial degree of understanding of human behavior and
the problems of individual people constitute the milieu from which springs
the qualitative characteristics of administration and social work practice.
It is concluded that information which throws light on these points is
highly significant in relation to the quality of the broader aspects of
social service. The three points listed above serve as extensions, or an
elaboration, of the prime inquiry.
The rest of this chapter is concerned with setting forth, specific-
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ally, the method and scope of the study. The material is presented under
three sub-headings: a questionnaire, a discussion of the relation of the
questionnaire to the purpose of the study, and a presentation of the
schedule of points for investigation and analysis.
Questionnaire A group of questions was developed by the writer as a basis
for the interviews. These questions were related, largely, to specific
points of the law and to local practice, but were used as a means to evoke
discussion and expressions of points of view which would, in turn, reveal
material that could be stated in terms of attitudes and philosophy. The
questionnaire provides a uniform base for the interviews. It is as
follows:
1. Fhat are the uses and values of recording?
2. Is the budget employed in Old Age Assistance and Aid to
Dependent Children also used in General Relief?
3. Is it a desirable policy to have a State budget?
4. Do you provide cash in General Relief?
5 . Do you consider the policy of providing cash in Old Age
Assistance and Aid to Dependent Children a desirable one or
would you prefer an opportunity to decide when cash should
be given and have the opportunity of providing assistance
through relief in kind and direct payments to vendors?
6. Do recipients ask for help with planning expenditures?
7. Do recipients talk to you about family and personal problems
of a non-financial nature? How do you handle such situations?
3. Should there be a difference in the frequency of investiga-
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6tions with respect to recipients of Old Age Assistance and
Aid to Dependent Children?
9* What is your feeling in regard to investigations and visits
in General Relief?
10* What causes people to act as they do; for example, those who
are described as "undeserving", "unfit", or "unworthy".
Are people born that way or do they develop in that fashion
because of experiences they have had in the past?
11. Do the same people tend to stay on relief year after year or
is there a steady change?
12. What would you think of the idea of Boards of Public Welfare
establishing a policy of offering social services to people
who are not in need of financial aid?
Relation of Questionnaire to Purpose of Study ;
i The record provides the frame of reference, the base from which
the purpose of the program is put into practical effect. If it is part
of local practice to "help people recognize and make full use of all their
resources and capacities"-^ on a planned and continuing basis, such plans
and efforts and the development of them would logically become a part of
the case recording. If the statement of the interviewee does not include
a reference to the inclusion of this kind of material, it must be assumed
that it is not commonly a part of recording practice. If such is the
case, it becomes another bit of evidence that such plans and efforts have
3 Infra ., p. 11
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not been accepted as a local responsibility.
2 and J2..The question in regard to use of budgets is intended to determine
whether there is uniformity in the budget basis throughout the three cate-
gories or whether a distinction is made in General Relfef and, whether the
differences, that may be present, are on an objective basis. The budget
standard in General Relief is a matter of local authority. A brief dis-
cussion of one aspect of budgets will provide further background for the
question.
A budget for use in the local offices has been developed by the
State office. It is mandatory in determining the grant in Old Age Assist-
ance.^ This question was asked because of the nature of the State budget.
An explanation of the food item in the budget will serve as an example. It
is determined by experts in nutrition what amounts of the several food
values are needed to provide a healthful diet for an individual according
to age, sex, and occupation. Then by making surveys in retail food stores
of prices of those food items which will provide proper nutrition, the sum
of money necessary for their purchase is determined. It is the writer*
s
contention that many housewives and mothers are not in the habit of such
careful planning or in possession of such detailed knowledge of diet that
they can readily adapt themselves to this budget with proper effectiveness.
Guidance in consumer purchasing is therefore indicated. The fact that
many departments of public welfare in the larger urban centers have estab-
lished home economics departments substantiates this contention. In the
light of these circumstances, the writer believes it logical to expect
4 Ibid ., p. 124
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2 » The policy with respect to investigations in General Relief is a
local matter. This question was asked to ascertain whether or not a
distinction is made on a categorical basis.
10 . The administrator's opinion as to the background of human behavior
will provide the basis for his attitude toward, and approach to, seeking
a solution to the problems of the people he serves. The well known con-
troversy of heredity vs. environment should provide an excellent point
from which to begin a discussion which, when directed toward specific
groups, should be revealing of material significant to the purpose of this
study.
11 . This question is designed to supplement the preceding one and
others in seeking an expression of attitudes and understanding of people.
12 . A committee of the American Public Welfare Association has recom-
mended that social services be offered by local boards of Public Welfare
to persons not in need of financial aid.^ The question about this proposal
was asked not only to obtain local thinking on it but also for the purpose
of further ascertaining local attitudes toward service of a non-financial
nature to the groups now receiving aid and assistance.
Schedule for Investigation and Analysis In addition to the questionnaire,
the following schedule was employed as the framework for organization and
evaluation of the interview material.
Recording : Is the recording adequate for the purpose of social services?
Budgets : Is there uniformity and objectivity in the budget basis for
6 Elizabeth Einckenden, "A Platform for Public Welfare”,
Pit) lie Welfare . November, 1940. p. 245
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determining the amount of the grant for major items in General Relief as
compared to Old Age Assistance and Aid to Dependent Children?
Cash Relief : What is the thinking and practice in the use of cash relief?
Is the use of relief related to an effort to foster the development of
self-dependence?
Requests for Service : What is the volume of requests for service in the
areas of financial problems and family and personal problems?
Purpose of Investigations and Visits : Is administrative practice largely
limited to the mechanical and legal aspects of Public Welfare?
Approach to Problems : Are people viewed categorically or as individuals?
Expansion of Services : What is the attitude toward the possibility of a
definite expansion in the area of social services?
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CHAPTER II
The Background for Evaluation
The philosophy expressed in the State Manual of Policies and
Procedures and the writer* s interpretation of that material are being used
as a frame of reference against which the comments and points of view of
the local Public Welfare administrators will be analyzed.
It might be thought that other standards for Public Welfare
practice should accompany the use of the State Manual; that additional
statements of leaders in the field or the stated standards of other States
or regions should form a part of the standard to be applied. The writer
proposes, however, that such a procedure would not increase objectivity nor
lend practicality to the purpose of this study. The single standard being
used is the one which, at the present, is the guide for Public Welfare
practice in Massachusetts. It is the document that defines the responsibil-
ity of the practitioner in this State. It Is to this statement of philos-
ophy, and none other, that the local administration has direct responsibil-
ity. Consdquently it is the fairest standard that can be applied.
The content and sense of this statement is clearly divided into two
general areas of consideration. First, it charges local administration
with a responsibility to meet the basic financial needs of eligible appli-
cants and to ascertain the continuing eligibility of recipients. Secondly,
it charges local administration with a responsibility for conscious and
planned efforts toward rehabilitation of recipients in terms of the individ-
ual personality.
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The following excerpts from this statement will suffice for the
purpose at hand:
The Public assistance program rests on the recognition by the community
as a whole of its responsibility for individual members of the com-
munity. Fundamentally, the aim of the public assistance program is,
through financial assistance and service, to meet the basic needs of
those people who are unable to meet them through their own efforts or
resources. Closely related to this aim is the responsibility to help
people recognize and make full use of all their resources and capaci-
ties, as well as all available community resources in meeting their
problems in the most self-reliant way possible to them.
In carrying out the aims of the program, the first function of the pub-
lic assistance agency is to determine the initial and continuing eligi-
bility of the applicant or recipient for the form of public assistance
for which he is applying or which he is already receiving. This must
be done in such a way as to make full use of the person r s own capacity
and to preserve and strengthen his self-respect.^-
A public assistance agency exists not merely to meet the minimum im-
mediate financial needs of individuals but also to help them continue
to live as responsible members of the community and to help them return
to complete self-maintenance, when that is possible. To accomplish this
purpose, public agencies must use not only all their own facilities but
also all those available in the community as a whole. In dealing with
applicants it is important to think in terms not just of minimum main-
tenance through public assistance but, above that, of prevention and
rehabilitation through service.2
Attention is called to those statements which charge the local
offices with responsibility for providing financial assistance and service
to meet basic needs because, while the writer recognizes it as a fundamen-
tal principle in public welfare, the concern of this thesis is with other
aspects of the program. It is therefore thought advisable to emphasize
here that the writer has not lost sight of this primary obligation.
The above quotations are subject to a wide range of interpretation.
1 Mass. Dept, of Public Welfare, "Manual of Public Assistance",
November, 1943 » Forward P. iii
2 Ibid ., p. 207.
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The breadth of the interpretation will undoubtedly be made in terms of the
social worker's own understanding of the dynamics of human behavior.
Responsibility for the individual is spoken of in the statements
of philosophy. If we are to think in terms of the individual, we must
begin to think of him as a person who, out of the complexity of life's ex-
periences, is different from any other person when we consider the multi-
plicity of the facets of the human personality.
In order to "help people recognize and make full use of all their
3
resources and capacities ... to preserve and strengthen his self-respect"
with any degree of success, it is necessary to develop a working knowledge
and understanding of the fundamentals of human behavior in order to provide
a frame of reference against which the great variations in personalities
can be analyzed and evaluated for the purpose of intelligent activity in
providing the above described help. It is important, then, to possess an
understanding and appreciation of the continuing interrelationships of
environmental factors with the psychological and emotional factors and the
influence these forces exert in the molding of attitudes, capacities, and
inner strengths and weaknesses of individual people. Such preparation
opens up wider possibilities for an approach to the problems of people, it
offers a broader basis for selection of an adequate course of action, and
provides a basis, where indicated, for intelligent recourse to other counsel
It is not being proposed that administrators and staff workers in
Public Felfare become psychiatric social workers, but it is proposed that
they possess a basic understanding of individual human nature. By the very
3 Supra
.
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nature of their jobs, they must work with people or direct those who are.
The more they know about these fundamentals, the better job they can do.
The preservation and reconstruction of human values and efforts
toward the prevention of losses in this area is important to the develop-
ment of the strengths of community and family life.
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CHAPTER III
Interviews in Twenty Local Unite of
Public Welfare Administration
This chapter is devoted to a series of presentations of the think-
ing of the interviewees in each of the towns visited by the writer. They
are presented in digest form setting forth the opinions and comments as
expressed to the interviewer. Following each digest is the writer's
analysis of the material. The composite of the analyses will provide the
basis for final conclusions.
No attempt will be made to describe tonal qualities or inflections
of voice of the interviewee. Such a procedure would undoubtedly add vital
ity to the discourse, but would necessarily need to be offered without
basis for substantiation.
Towns will be designated by arabic numerals rather than by names.
Wherever a personal pronoun is used to refer to the interviewee, the
masculine gender will be used.
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Digest of the Interview Town No. 1
Recording : Information taken at the time of application for assistance is
valuable not only for the purpose of determining eligibility but is valuable
as a source of reference when a question of settlement, or other points
bearing on eligibility, arise. Although the interviewee appeared to give
considerable thought to his answer, he did not move beyond these considera-
tions.
Budgets: All recipients of financial aid are provided for on the same
budget basis. In temporary General Relief cases, such items as clothing
are provided as needed, and depending on family circumstances, may not be
included in the budget. Immediate needs, such as food, are provided for on
the same basis throughout. It is a decided advantage to have a State stand-
ard budget because "if there is any question, we have something to fall
back on."
Cash Relief : Cash is provided in General Relief for the most part and is
preferred because "it is more simple to handle." There are times when
relief in kind must be used because some recipients would not use cash for
the purposes intended.
The policy of cash assistance in the two categories is preferred
for the same reason that cash is provided in General Relief. Then, too,
the recipient has the opportunity of choosing where he wishes to trade.
There is the possibility of finding better prices in the larger urban
centers.
Requests for Service: It is seldom that anyone asks for help with ques-
tions of planning financial expenditures, nor are problems of a personal or
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family nature ever presented. There was no indication of any desire to
elaborate on these points.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits 2 Because the ratio of the caseloads
of Old Age Assistance and Aid to Dependent Children is ten to one, it is
reasonable that there should be a difference in the frequency of investiga-
tions. The law in this respect is quite acceptable. The demand on the
worker's time would be too great if Old Age Assistance recipients were
visited as often as is required for Aid to Dependent Children. Furthermore,
because the Aid for Dependent Children family is younger, it must be
watched more closely to be sure there is conformity to acceptable standards
of conduct. An example was given with respect to the morals of a young,
widowed mother. The interviewee said he had no other basis for thinking
that there might be immoral conduct in the home aside from the fact that
the mother was young and widowed. It was anticipated she might at some
1
time harbor a "boarder" which is not allowed under the rules of eligibility.
Finally, it was stated that school attendance of the children must be
watched and dental checks made.
General Relief families are visited quarterly "on the average, or
whenever the spirit moves me."
Approach to Problems ? Heredity is not responsible for behavior patterns to
any extent. Living conditions when people are young have a lot to do with
it. By the time they are grown, nothing can be done about it. Children
cannot be helped unless the parents will change, so any effort toward help-
ing people in this respect is not worthwhile. Lack of formal education is
1 "Manual of Public Assistance", o£. cit .. p. 47
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the prime cause of the problems of people and the difficulties they have.
"If they had more education, they would want to live better.” Although
many people would like to be independent of financial aid and improve their
scale of living "there is nothing we can do for them. There might be a
chance for improvement if we had a social worker who could teach people to
cook and keep house and did nothing else" but any efforts to work with
people in the area of behavior and personality would be useless.
People will "get off relief" if they can. "They are pretty well
checked if they don’t. You can’t expect relief people to do the same as
you or I would do. You and I would know what to watch. We wouldn’t buy a
luxury without any thought. We would say »I have to make sacrifices* and
we would realize we were spending the taxpayer’s money. These people are
different because of a lack of knowledge of how to care for themselves.
Normal people would be hesitant to ask for more money."
Expansion of Services ; A plan of offering social services to people not in
need of financial assistance would be "very questionable."
Apa .to-U pJCfee l
Recording; Recorded material is limited strictly to information bearing
on eligibility requirements. Not only is this the practice, but the inter-
viewee apparently can offer no suggestion as to other possibilities.
Budgets; The policy of using the same budget basis for all recipients of
financial aid is commendable. However, the philosophy back of the practice
relates it solely to administrative considerations rather than to the
recipient group. That is, a standard budget constitutes an authoritative
instrument which provides an impenetrable defense to troublesome questions.
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Cash Relief s Here again, the policy is not thought of with reference to
the recipient but is employed solely because it is easier to administer.
Relief in kind is sometimes found necessary, but there is no apparent
interest in the possibility of using this form of relief as a temporary
measure, for practical purposes, while an educational element is injected
designed to foster the development of independent planning on the part of
the recipient.
Requests for Service: Not only are requests for services negligible but
the whole matter of problems of people seems to be outside the interviewee’s
sphere of interest. In view of this reply and previous comments, one
wonders if the interviewee’s apparent philosophy is not at least partially
responsible for the lack of requests.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits* The almost complete lack of a state-
ment which with any clarity indicates an understanding of human beings on
an individual basis is as significant here as many of the comments that
were made. Policies that lend simplicity and ease to administration are
preferred without apparent thought to the recipient groups. It is true
that interest in the moral aspects of a home are important to the children,
but it is also true that fitness of home is a point of eligibility for Aid
2
to Dependent Children. Interest in the welfare of children is only implied
3School attendance at a certain age is another point of eligibility. The
only comment made that has as its focal point an interest in the welfare of
children is the one in regard to dental service.
There is no indication that social services or interest in people Is
2 Ibid. .. p. 47
3 Ibid ., p. 50
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a part of the General Relief program. Planned social services designed to
help people with their problems demands a better basis for visiting than
appears to exist here.
Approach to Problems: The points of view expressed in this section il-
lustrate the importance of philosophy as a frame of reference for providing
services to meet the social problems of people. Comments under the fore-
going points bear out the attitudes stated here. The interviewee looks
upon relief recipients as being essentially different than the non-relief
group. He sees little opportunity for strengthening family life or for
constructive work with personality or behavior problems. Adults have be-
come so deeply involved in their problems that they are beyond help and
children cannot be reached. This appraisal has a degree of validity. It
is the lack of hope, the uselessness of effort, the fatalistic acceptance
of the circumstances that is significant. Formal education is offered as
an oversimplified panacea for the problem of dependency and other social ilia
Expansion of Services; This statement is entirely consistent with the phil-
osophy and practice described under preceding points. There is no source
for such services.
Summary
Concent of Public Welfare; The concept of the job of Public Welfare is
largely confined to interest in administrative procedure and the legal
points of eligibility. It is mechanistic. Policies that lend simpliciety
and ease to administration are preferred without apparent thought to recip-
ient groups. This is clearly borne out in statements about recording, the
budget, the use of cash relief, and the purpose of visits.
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Attitudes toward Recipient Orpups : Lack of constructive interest in
people and absence of consciousness of people as individuals characterizes
the administration. Relief recipients are categorically considered to be
"different." In the mind of the interviewee, no avenue is open to an ap-
proach to family problems.
Understanding of Human Behavior; Recognition is given to experiences in
life as a basis for the development of personality but insuperable bar-
riers are erected against any possible use of such recognition. Aside from
this unproductive point there is no evidence of understanding or interest
in individual people and their problems.
Neither interest in, nor the ability to provide, social services on a
broad and planned basis appear in this administration.
pifregfr of Interview Town No. 2
Recording : The record can be used for determining questions of settlement
in General Relief, and by keeping records it is often possible to trace a
family background to learn whether the present applicant is "just a loafer,
sort of born tired" and how much effort will be necessary to get the person
to go to work. An effort was made to obtain elaboration on this point, but
nothing of a positive nature was forthcoming.
Budgets: The same budget basis is used in "long time" General Relief sit-
uations as is employed in Old Age Assistance and Aid to Dependent Children.
When it is anticipated that a General Relief need will be of a temporary
nature, items such as clothing are included as needed. With respect to
food for these same families, the applicant is asked how much food he will
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need for the time period in question, and "if it is not an unreasonable
figure, it is given." The interviewee made two other comments pertinent
to the question of assistance. He expressed the opinion that there is no
difference between a person in need at age sixty-five and a person in need
at age thirty; that all categorical considerations should be abolished.
The second comment was that during the economic depression of the thirties
a "good class of people also were in need of relief."
A State standard budget is desirable because it provides a uniform
basis from which to work.
Cash Relief t Aid in General Relief, except at the time of application and
in temporary situations, is in the form of cash. If the staff knows of the
family prior to the application and is considered to be of good standards,
"we give cash rather than break their morale." The policy of providing
cash aid in Old Age Assistance and Aid to Dependent Children is a good one
because people can be more independent. There is no desire on the inter-
viewee^ part to have an opportunity to decide whether cash or relief in
kind should be used in the two categories; "If one has it, all should have
it or there would be arguments and trouble." No explanation could be given
as to why it was thought a good policy to always provide cash in the two
categories while the temporary General Relief family always receives relief
in kind unless it has been demonstrated to the knowledge of the staff, and
prior to application, that the members are of good standards.
Requests for Service: People rarely ask for help in planning the expendi-
ture of their relief grant. Occasionally a person will speak of family or
personal problems of a non-financial nature, but it is questionable
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whether anything of a helpful nature can be accomplished. The interviewer^
question as to whether efforts had been made along this line went unanswered
except that it was recalled that on one occasion a serious problem was re-
ferred to a clinic of a State hospital. It was the expressed opinion that
people are born to their behavior patterns; "I wonder if anything can be
done .
"
Purpose of Investigations and Visits: Investigations should be more fre-
quent in Aid for Dependent Children than in Old Age Assistance because the
circumstances of elderly people tend to be static, while in the younger Aid
to Dependent Children family there is the ever present chance that the
mother or children will obtain employment and neglect to report the fact.
The local policy calls for a contact or visit with all families including
those on General Relief about every two months. This practice keeps the
visitors occupied and lets the recipients know "that we mean business.”
Recipients are constantly reminded that they are spending the taxpayer*
s
money. Old Age Assistance recipients, especially, tend to consider their
grant as a pension and a right, and they feel they enjoy a higher status
than other recipient groups. It must be impressed on them that the grant is
on a need basis.
Approach to Problems: Heredity determines the personality and behavior pat-
terns of people. "They seem to be born that way." The interviewee cited
an example of an experience with adoption. Children were taken from a
mother who "did not have the ability or capacity to raise the children
right." In good homes, the best qualities of the children were developed;
the bad qualities were overcome or lay dormant. "Relief runs in families
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sometimes; I don*t know the answer."
Expansion of Services: Time limitations prevented a discussion of this
question.
Analysis of Interview Town No. 2
Recording ; The discussion of recording cannot objectively be said to be
altogether negative, but it appears to be so to a considerable extent.
The first value of recording is its use with respect to points of eligibil-
ity such as providing a reference for determining place of settlement.
This is unquestionably a valid purpose. The interviewee spoke of using
the record in relation to the family background of an applicant but did not
offer any evidence of using the material for an individualized constructive
evaluation from which an effort could be made to bring about a more healthy
situation or, at least, provide a basis for such an approach. Instead, it
seems more likely it is used to classify and stereotype people, an attitude
which could only foster perpetuation of the family limitations. The phrase
"How much effort it will take to get him to work" could be an expression of
the need for devising and executing an individualized approach to the ap-
licant*s problems. It could mean a recognition that a long period of time
would be necessary in working with the person in order to achieve a certain
goal. From the choice of words, the expression "born loafer", and the
statement that once "a good class of people also were in need of relief"
one gets quite a different impression.
Budgets: It is stated that a uniform basis for budgets is desirable and
this commendable policy is employed for the most part. However, the person
in need of temporary or emergency assistance with food is not given the
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benefit of this uniformity even though he is given a food voucher. It
appears that the interviewee drives a hard bargain with this group of
applicants and capitalizes on his position of advantage. The applicant
who is reluctant to ask for help and requests too little is penalized by
this policy. The applicant who has not been in the habit of keeping track
of daily expenditures by items receives no help in determining his family*
need. This is unreasonable and unwarranted discrimination.
Cash Relief; The interviewee says that relief in kind is apt to break
morale, yet it is not apparent that any thought is given to the possibil-
ity of devising safeguards against this. Only those fortunate enough to
have been previously known by someone on the staff are afforded such pro-
tection, This is not an objective basis. On the other hand, the independ
ance afforded by cash relief in the other two categories is considered
desirable. This inconsistency is followed by another when it is said that
no one in Old Age Assistance or Aid to Dependent Children should be denied
cash relief or there would be "arguments and trouble." The value of in-
dependence and the danger to morale is recognized only on an arbitrary and
discriminating basis.
Requests for Service:- In spite of the fact that some recipients are
provided for on a sub-standard basis, they rarely request help in planning
One wonders if this is because of the attitude with which assistance is
provided. This administration offers little as a resource for help with
other problems. The interviewee questions whether such efforts are valid,
indicating a lack of understanding of individual human problems.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits ; There is no added purpose in con-
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tacts with recipients beyond checking on continued eligibility, except to
keep the staff occupied. It is time that Old Age Assistance grants are
provided on the basis of need, but the interviewee seems to harbor a person-
al resentment against any laxness, by recipients, in awareness of the fact.
Approach to Problems ; Here again is evidence of lack of understanding of
individual human problems which is in keeping with previous statements.
Inconsistency in philosophy is also present in the statements that behavior
is pre-determined, yet in the case of adoption that was cited, environmental
factors were said to have reversed the influence of heredity. The same
possibility does not occur to the interviewee with respect to families in
which relief continues indefinitely.
Expansion of Services: Although the question was not asked, it seems
hardly likely that social services would find a place in this program.
Summary
Concept of Public Welfare: That the concept of Public Welfare is narrowly
confined to the mechanical aspects of the job, and is even negativistic, is
borne out by the limitations of recording, the discriminatory basis for the
use of cash relief and budgets, and by the statements with respect to
visiting the recipients.
Attitudes toward Recipient Groups: People are not thought of as individuals
on a constructive basis. They are viewed categorically. In fact one gets
the impression that an undercurrent of hostility exists.
Understanding of Human Behavior; Basic understanding of human problems
and interest in recipients as individual personalities is markedly absent.
Here and there a constructive point of view is expressed, but these are
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submerged by the volume and weight of other comments
There is no interest in social services nor ability to provide them on even
a limited basis. Furthermore, the administration is somewhat negatavistic.
Digest of the Interview Town No. 3
Recording : Case folders contain statistical information necessary to
determine eligibility for assistance and are valuable for purposes of
reference at the time "payrolls" are made up. As an example of further
value, it was stated that dates of hospitalization of a recipient are
entered. This provides a reference to check statements of medical expense
charged to the local department. "We have the basic things in mind. Per-
sonal matters don't go into the record."
Budgets: The standard budget is used in Old Age Assistance and Aid to
Dependent Children but not in General Relief. "On welfare [General Relief]
we don't work up a standard budget. On long time General Relief, we work
it out a little different; we give a cash grant once a week rather than
relief in kind. During the depression, we gave five dollars per week for
food to a family of three. Now we give six dollars unless they come back
and say it isn't enough. Then we sit down and work it out a little better.
In some cases, we go all the way and give what is called adequate aid.
That is, we work up a budget and see what it actually costs." This point of
view is taken out of consideration for the local taxpayer. General Relief
funds come out of local tax money while funds for Old Age Assistance and Aid
to Dependent Children are principally state and federal tax monies. The
interviewee stated that the above policies and practices are in accord with
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his own thinking. The interviewee takes a different view with respect to
Aid to Dependent Children families because there are children in these
families and they should be dressed as well as the average community child
and should not be placed in circumstances in which they would feel "differ-
ent. " The interviewer asked how he felt about the child in the General
Relief family in this respect. The reply was to the effect that in "long
time" cases an effort is made to put the family on Aid to Dependent Chil-
dren.
Cash Relief : Cash is provided in about twenty-five per cent of the General
Relief families, but the trend in local policy is toward greater use of
cash assistance because it saves the additional work that is involved in
other forms of relief. The use of relief in kind and payment to vendors
provide assurance the family needs will be met as intended. "Some people
cannot be depended upon to spend cash properly. If a person comes in and
says he wants cash and he looks like he would take care of it, we give the
cash." Further inquiry was made as to the basis for this determination.
It was stated that the office staff knows almost everyone in the town and
is acquainted with their habits.
The policy of cash relief in Old Age Assistance and Aid to Depend-
ent Children is preferable to an opportunity to use one's judgment as to
the form of relief because "it does away with a lot of bookkeeping and ad-
ditional work.-"
Requests for Service: People often ask for an itemized budget and this
information is readily given. Some people have discovered various helpful
devices that aid in budget planning and this kind of information is passed
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on to other recipients who have budget difficulties.
People frequently talk to the interviewee about personal and family
problems but this information is not recorded. Nothing can be done about
these problems because of the way people are constituted. "They are just
built that way.” The interviewer asked the reason for so many recipients
discussing their problems. It was explained that "it is because of the
approach we use. We*ve been quite successful in interviewing. You have to
put people at their ease. They may be reluctant to ask for help or a per-
son may have a chip on his shoulder. It is necessary to listen with sym-
pathy. Privacy for the interview is important. After they are at ease, we
can approach the business at hand. You have to listen to a lot of tiresome
things. It takes longer, but it gets better results. The game is to get
their confidence." This method of interviewing has resulted in a substan-
tial degree of success in talking with the children of Old Age Assistance
recipients with respect to voluntary contributions to the parents* needs.
Purpose of Investigations and Vi&ita : The interviewee stated that he has
never been able to see a reason for a difference in the frequency of in-
vestigations between Old Age Assistance and Aid to Dependent Children.
Semi-annual investigations in both categories should be sufficient. Visits
are made between investigations if requested by the recipient or it is con-
sidered advisable to re-check family resources. Visits, as differentiated
from formal investigations, are made for the purpose of checking continued
eligibility.
Investigations are made about once in six months in General Relief
because it is taken for granted that the State Department recommends this
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as the minimum interval. However, if a General Relief recipient is elderly,
the investigations and visits can be less frequent because there is little
chance he will obtain employment. Visits in the homes of people often re-
veal evidences of needs that might otherwise be overlooked. Examples
given were a smoking stove, broken chairs, and shoeless children. "I like
to put myself in their place."
Approach to Problems : There is little that can be done to meet the problems
of people beyond the provision of basic material needs. The personality
traits of people are inborn. Heredity determines what a person will be.
The behavior patterns of children are largely dependent on the "stock" from
which they spring.
Most relief recipients would prefer to be self-supporting. During
the depression a "good class" of people were forced to ask for help. A
long period of relief tends to break down morale because of the security
afforded. This effect does not hold true in Old Age Assistance and Aid to
Dependent Children because this form of assistance is looked upon by recip-
ients as a right. "Relief runs in families sometimes. I don't know the
cure. Perhaps it is because of large families and lack of educational op-
portunities .
"
Expansion of Service : People not in need of financial assistance would not
apply at a welfare office for help with their problems. Social workers are
popularly thought of in relation to financial relief.
Analysis of Interview Town No. 3
Recording : The record is limited to that material which bears on factors
of eligibility and other mechanical aspects of administration. Material
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that would be necessary to planning and executing treatment in the area of
social services, in addition to the provision of relief, is not included.
Inasmuch as the interviewee implies that such information is given him by
recipients, it constitutes evidence that he does not consider such services
a part of the job of public welfare, or he does not understand the signifi-
cance of the statements, or he does not know how to approach such problems.
Budgets : There is a sharp difference in the budget basis for General
Relief recipients as compared to recipients of Old Age Assistance and Aid to
Dependent Children. In fact, it can be said that there is no definite
budget basis used in many General Relief situations. The interviewee frank-
ly says that the amount ordinarily allowed for food in General Relief is
below actual cost and is inadequate. Comparing six dollars per week for
food for a family of three with the food budget recommended by the State
Department for use in the period in which this study took place, it is re-
vealed that the six dollar figure is substantially less.^
It is commendable that an effort is made to safeguard the feelings
of the child in the Aid to Dependent Children family. Yet the child in the
General Relief family is denied this consideration.
The writer acknowledges the very real possibility of a practical
problem existing in a community with respect to the expenditure of local tax
funds. The fact that the above policies are in accord with the interviewee's
own thinking is indicative that he does not view human problems on an indi-
vidualized basis. It is also strongly implied that he considers recipients
of General Relief as being, fundamentally, a different kind of people.
4 Ibid ., p. 171.
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:
Cash Relief ; Administrative considerations form the basis for policies in
regard to the choice of the form of relief. The choice is not related to
the recipient and his problems. It is true that some people cannot be
depended upon to spend cash properly. However, it can logically be ex-
pected that a more objective basis would be used in selecting those who
might receive cash. Furthermore, there is no indication that relief in
kind is used, even on a selective basis, to provide a better opportunity to
improve such situations.
Requests for Service : Frequent requests are made for help with financial
planning, and helpful suggestions are readily given in this area. Although
recipients often talk to the interviewee about family and personal problems,
little or no service is offered. The administrator has developed a val-
uable skill in interviewing. He uses it widely, but his purpose is limited.
His discussion of this technique substantiates the criticism made under the
topic of Recording to the effect that his knowledge and appreciation of the
problems of people is weak.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits : There is evidence here of a degree of
individualization in the consideration of the problems of people in the
statement that home visits often reveal needs that might otherwise be over-
looked. The needs mentioned as examples are all material needs. Their
importance is not denied, but there is no evidence of any interest in, or
appreciation of, people beyond financial considerations. This is borne out
by the statement that contacts with families can be infrequent if there is
little chance that the recipients will find new financial resources.
Approach to Problems : Statements made in the discussion of this topic
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define more clearly than any others the interviewee’s philosophy of people.
The influence of heredity on human personality precludes, in the mind of
the interviewee, any opportunity for helping people with problems beyond
those of a financial nature. The observation that long periods of General
Relief tend to break the morale of people contradicts the prime role at-
tributed to heredity as a factor in human life. So, too, does the idea
that lack of educational opportunity is the cause of dependency. Attribut-
ing so much to heredity and to education is a gross oversimplification of
human problems.
Expansion of Service : The statement made in answer to this question is a
rather curious one in light of the previous comments. It seems to be, in
effect, an admission that non-relief people have other problems with which
they could be helped, but the public welfare department is not in a position
to render such service. At least, it is clear that the interviewee does not
consider such an expansion of services a proper one at the present time.
Summary
Concept of Public Welfare : The concept of Public Welfare, in this instance,
is largely limited to the mechanical aspects of the job and to consideration
of factors in eligibility. The foundation of a valuable skill in interview-
ing has been well begun but its purpose is extremely narrow.
Attitudes Toward Recipient Groups : There is a strong tendency to generalize
about people and to make marked distinctions among the recipient groups.
Understanding of Human Behavior ; There is little evidence of understanding
of human behavior and a very little appreciation of the problems of individ-
ual people. The fostering of the development of self-dependence; the
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preservation and reconstruction of human values cannot be expected here in
any appreciable measure.
Although there appears to be little in the way of interest in, or
ability for, social services, the conscious values attributed to interview-
ing and its degree of development must be noted as a positive strength on
which constructive development could be built.
Digest of Interview Town No. L
Recording : One of the major values of recording is to provide a basis for
understanding the total family situation. By summarizing the results of
visits with recipients and including statements of their attitudes and ex-
pressed feelings about their problems, reference material is established
for the purpose of analyzing situations and planning services to meet the
problems. Factual data necessary for the determination of resources and
eligibility of applicants and recipients also has supplemental value for
the above purposes.
Budgets : The same budget is used for General Relief as is employed in Old
Age Assistance. It is the interviewee’s attitude that the General Relief
recipient needs just as adequate a budget as do recipients of either Old
Age Assistance or Aid to Dependent Children. "There is an educational
element in budgeting."
Cash Relief : Only occasionally is it found necessary to use relief in kind
This occurs in situations where cash is being spent in such a fashion as to
deprive members of the family of the things they need. Relief in kind is
simply used as a practical device in such instances. Cash relief is
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preferred because it affords recipients a better opportunity to provide for
their needs in a more independent fashion. The policy of cash relief in
Old Age Assistance and Aid to Dependent Children is a desirable one for the
same reason.
Requests for Service : Many requests are made for help with financial plan-
ning. The interviewee finds numerous and varied opportunities to be of
help. The same is true with respect to personal problems of a non-finaneial
nature. Examples, of too great length to report here, provided evidence of
good insight into the ramifications of such problems and that considerable
practical help is given with a substantial measure of tact and understand-
ing.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits : No distinction is made between
General Relief and the other categories in the matter of offering help.
Visits, as distinguished from formal investigations, are primarily for the
purpose of helping people with a variety of problems. Ordinarily, visiting
is more frequent in Aid to Dependent Children than in Old Age Assistance,
but, in either case, it may be as frequent as once or even twice a month
depending on circumstances. "Some families don’t need such help and don’t
want it, but they all know I am ready to help. The very fact that someone
is interested is important." Many recipients of Old Age Assistance have
never experienced public assistance before and are often reluctant to request
needed services.
r
A minimum interval for visiting all families is desirable to avoid
a possible tendency to place emphasis on working with a few families to the
sacrifice of some others.
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Approach to Problems : The personality of people and their problems is
largely a result of experiences and events of the past. The intelligent
quotient is often a factor but perhaps "emotional instability" is more
important. People prefer to be self-dependent and make real efforts to
regain that status. "Furthermore," the interviewee said, "I'm often
surprised that some people don't ask for relief sooner than they do because
of the conditions under which they live."
Expansion of Service : The idea of offering social services to people not
in need of financial assistance was accepted with enthusiasm by the inter-
viewee. "That would be ideal. It is that phase of the work that is most
interesting." Some concern was expressed over the strong identification of
relief-giving with the present organization. This was viewed as a practical
problem which would need to be overcome. Many people of the group being
discussed who do not identify the interviewee with public welfare have
approached him for such service on a more personal basis.
Analysis of Interview Town No. A
Recording s The statement about the values of recording reflects a decided
interest in the recipients as individual people and a desire to provide
thoughtful and helpful service. The material provides a basis for planned
and continuing service.
Budgets : There is no discrimination among the three groups of recipients
in the matter of meeting basic needs. The individual needs of people is a
primary consideration. The fact that an educational opportunity is recog-
nized in budgeting and financial planning is important.
Cash Relief s Cash relief is used wherever practicable in General Relief
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and is the preferred policy throughout because of the opportunity it pro-
vides for greater independence and the preservation of self-respect. It is
notable that the reason is related to the welfare of recipients and not
solely to administrative considerations. It seems logical to assume that
an educational process accompanies the use of relief in kind whenever it is
feasible.
Requests for Service ; Combined with a willingness to help people with a
variety of problems are the qualities of thoughtfulness, a practical ap-
proach, and a desire to understand.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits : An interest in people and a desire to
help them with their problems characterizes the purpose of visits. An
individualized basis for selection in matters of social service appears to
prevail rather than generalizations about people.
Approach to Problems : Both intellectual capacity and emotional factors are
considered to be of importance in personality and behavior. Preceding com-
ments are consistent with this point of view.
Expansion of Service : The interviewee sees social services as an important
qualitative aspect of Public Welfare. Some practical obstacles to the
realization of providing such services are recognized, but such a program is
not rejected.
Summary
Concept of Public Welfare ; The interviewee goes far beyond legal require-
ments in an effort to be of service to recipients. Stated theory and ap-
parent practice are consistent with one another.
Attitudes toward Recipient Groups; There is, throughout the discussion.
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good evidence of an understanding and practical interest in people as indi-
viduals.
Understanding of Human Behavior : A capacity for insight into and under-
standing of human problems is demonstrated.
There is no question but that there is an interest in providing
social services on a broad basis. It is more difficult to attempt to
measure the present ability for such service but it is quite clear that at
least a sound basis exists for such development.
Eigg.SjL.Pl Interview Town. No. 1
Recording; In addition to information necessary for determining eligibil-
ity for assistance, health problems and related services are entered in the
record.
Budgets ? Although the budget in General Relief, including the food item is
not equivalent to the grant in Old Age Assistance and Aid to Dependent
Children, the interviewee would prefer a local policy which would permit
him to use the same budget basis for all recipients. "Then everyone*
s
allowance would be based on budget requirements and relief would be more
the same with everybody."
Cash Relief : Cash is the form of relief employed in General Relief if the
interviewee has res son to think that the money will be properly expended.
If such assurance is absent, relief in kind is used. The latter practice
is necessary in the minority of General Relief families. The policy of
cash relief in Old Age Assistance and Aid to Dependent Children is quite
acceptable because people in these categories "should have the chance to
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live as normally as possible,” and it would involve a tremendous amount of
work to attempt to differentiate among these groups as well. "It is dif-
ferent in General Relief. It is a matter of classifying people." In Aid
to Dependent Children, relief is needed because of the death of the husband
which is no fault of the mother. In Old Age Assistance, the recipient is
too old to work which is no fault of his. The General Relief family
usually needs relief because of some fault in the parent. It is usually
neglect of responsibility by the husband and father.
Requests for Service r With some exceptions in Aid to Dependent Children
people do not want help with financial planning. "They think we are try-
ing to run their affairs if we try to give such help."
With respect to help with other family problems, "it is very
worthwhile in Aid to Dependent Children. Other recipients tell all their
problems to the welfare worker but seldom act on the counsel." In the Aid
to Dependent Children family such counsel helps make living a little better.
"A mother has many problems in the home. If we can ease her concern over
irritating money matters she can make a better home for the children and
can give more of other things to the children that a parent ought to give."
An effort is made to help in problems of family relationships but little
success is achieved. "I don't know why."
Purpose of Investigations and Visits i In Aid to Dependent Children families
"there are children in whose welfare we must be concerned. "We must see
that they are given good care in a good home." Because food allowances in-
crease as children grow older, a constant check on ages is necessary.
Attention to periodic dental checks is given by the social worker. "If we
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had the time and the staff, I would like to visit quarterly in Old Age
Assistance and once a month in Aid to Dependent Children."
Visits to General Belief families should also be on a monthly
basis. There is more potential earning power in the general Relief family.
Often there are older children and the father is in the home. It is advis-
able to keep a close check on the financial resources.
Approach to Problems : People are pre-destined to their behavior patterns.
It is not a matter of past experiences. He cited, as an example, an alco-
holic who continued to drink in spite of efforts of his family and others
to effect a change. In the interviewee’s mind this clearly established
heredity as the exclusive factor.
People will make an effort to leave the relief rolls as soon as
possible because in a small town everyone knows the "Welfare Worker" and
people do not want their neighbors to know they are on relief. Relief
"runs in families sometimes" and is a problem to which no solution has been
found.
'
Expansion of Services : A plan to provide social services to persons not in
need of financial assistance would be valuable. "We are already doing it
to some extent." Such services would include efforts to effect adjustment
in the area of emotional problems. It is "not only recipients of financial
assistance who need help in family adjustments."
Analysis of Interview Town No. 5
Recording : The record does not contain material necessary to planning and
continuity in providing social services to meet personal and family prob-
lems.
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Budgets ; Although local policy does not permit it, the interviewee would
like to see budget allowances increased in General Relief to a level equiv-
alent to those of the other categories. It must be acknowledged that pro-
gress in standards of program is often slow to materialize. The important
point here is that there is recognition of inequalities in the program.
Cash Relief : The discussion under this point qualifies to a substantial
degree the progressive point of view expressed under the preceding point.
Here the interviewee distinguishes sharply among recipients on a categori-
cal basis. The General Relief recipients appear to be regarded as a dif-
ferent "class" of people. It is not suggested that they be accorded the
same opportunity to achieve "normal" living nor is there any indication that
efforts are directed toward fostering the development of self-dependence of
this group. The interviewee* s appraisal of the causes of dependency of the
three groups is superficial and a rather broad generalization.
Requests for Service: The interviewee * s experience leads him to believe
that only Aid to Dependent Children families need or can effectively use
counseling service. He excludes the more difficult problems of family
relationships. An effort is made in this area but little success is
achieved. There is evidence here that social services are largely confined
to matters of budgeting and financial problems. The interviewee appreciates
the fact that the needs of children include more than physical care. It
would strengthen the program substantially if the same interest in, and
appreciation of people as found with respect to Aid to Dependent Children
could be broadened to include all recipients. One wonders if the interviewee
is not personally partial to the one group. Nevertheless, it must be said
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that the present circumstances provide a point of basic strength for the
development of a foundation of social services*
Purpose of Investigations and Visits ; The categorical distinction between
groups evident in previous comments appears again here. A concern for the
welfare of children is clearly expressed but the children in the General
Relief family are not included. Interest in the latter group is restricted
to eligibility and potential earning power of family members.
Approach to Problems; Primary importance is attributed to heredity as the
basis for human behavior, yet with respect to the Aid to Dependent Children
group at least, the interviewee does not act on this premise. Although he
finds the more involved problems of people baffling, he continues to try to
meet them.
Expansion of Services : Belief in the value of social services is emphasized
here. He thinks of such services as being broad and comprehensive.
Summary
Concept of Public Welfare : The concept of Public Welfare in this instance
is broad at certain points and quite narrow at others. Social services
that include efforts to meet emotional and family adjustment problems is a
part of the concept. The interviewee’s philosophy might be said to be
"spotty”. At the same time it must be regarded as a strength which could be
developed.
Attitudes toward Recipient Groups ? There is evidence of thinking of people
4
as individuals as far as Aid to Dependent Children is concerned. Little is
said about Old Age Assistance, but it is quite clear that a categorical
point of view exists with respect to General Relief recipients. This
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distinction is brought out particularly in comments under the points of
Cash Relief . Requests for Service, and Purpose of Investigations and Visits .
Understanding of Human Behavior : Although a degree of appreciation of
people as individuals is indicated, understanding of the fundamentals of
human behavior is quite limited.
There is a substantial degree of interest in providing social
services on a broad basis but the ability to do so is seriously lacking. A
.
foundation for the development of such ability exists, however.
Digest of Interview Town No. 6
Recording : In addition to information bearing on eligibility, "the condition
of the family is described" and any change in circumstances is noted. The
fact of a marital problem and its effect on the children is recorded, but
the interviewee would make no effort to be of help in such situations. It
would constitute "interference!?.
Budgets : The State standard budget is used as a basis for determining all
grants and allowances. "There should be no discrimination."
Cash Relief : In temporary General Relief situations, relief in kind is used
without exception. Cash is always provided for "long time" General Relief
families.
Recipients of Old Age Assistance and Aid to Dependent Children
should be given cash. Any applicant who is eligible for assistance in
these categories "should be given cash."
Requests for Service : Some recipients have difficulty with budgeting. Sug-
gestions are given "when they complain" but such counsel is not followed.
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When they "run short" they can often get a little extra help from relatives
or friends*
"People do not have other problems very often." Although little
success is achieved in efforts to help with such problems, the interviewee
continues to try. "No two cases are alike and the circumstances in each
case have to be considered."
Purpose of Investigations and Visits : Unless there is illness in a family,
the present policy with regard to frequency of investigations is adequate.
All visits between investigations are "really investigations" of financial
needs and resources. To visit more often except upon request because of
illness "would interfere with private lives." It would arouse too much
curiosity among the neighbors to see the visitor going to a home with any
frequency.
The homes of General Relief recipients are rarely visited. The
"first visit" is made but a second is not made unless a problem such as ill-
ness or non-support occurs.
Approach to Problems : A number of possible reasons for behavior patterns
were offered: "the influence of parents and lack of example, a weakness of
will power, lack of pride, or environment. Perhaps it is a sick mind." It
was said that a man can give up drinking if he has the will power. An
example was given of three brothers, one of whom drank heavily. Threats and
efforts at reasoning with him made no difference. The reason for the differ-
ence in these men defies understanding.
Sometimes relief runs in families. "I've often wondered why, but I
can't figure it out. They say you can't inherit these things. Sometimes it
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looks like it, but I don’t believe they do. Perhaps young children get used
to the idea. I can’t figure out why some do and some don't when it really
doesn’t look any different.”
Expansion of Services : Although the idea of offering social services to
the non-relief community was not rejected, it was thought that people would
not seek such services from a public welfare office because they would fear
identification with a relief organization.
Analysis of Interview Town No. 6
Recording : It appears that the record contains, in some measure, the kind
of material valuable to a program which includes social services. It is
stated, however, that such material is not used for the purposes of such
services. If skills have not been developed to work constructively with
such problems this is certainly the wiser course.
Budgets : Uniformity of budgeting has been established for all recipients.
The interviewee endorses this policy with the statement that there should be
no discrimination.
Cash Relief : A sharp distinction exists within the General Relief group.
It would be an improvement if relief in kind were used on a selective basis
for temporary General Relief recipients and thought of as a temporary
measure while a plan was made, and put into operation, designed to correct
the difficulty.
Requests for Service : Only those recipients who ’’complain” receive consid-
eration with budget problems. The fact that none of them act on the counsel
given should raise a question in the mind of the interviewee as to his
approach to, and analysis of, these problems. A budget problem can be
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symptomatic of other difficulties.
The interviewee recognizes a fundamental fact concerning individual
differences in problems of people. The fact that success is negligible in
the face of continued efforts to treat problems indicates a lack of skill
in meeting such problems.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits : The concept of Public Welfare is con-
fined to such tangible matters as determining eligibility for assistance
and problems of physical illness. Concern for privacy of people* s lives
and their status in the neighborhood is commendable, but it is not a valid
reason for not offering other services. The recipient might willingly
sacrifice some privacy of his life for the sake of help with a difficult
problem. He should be given the choice. Considered in the light of prev-
ious comments by the interviewee, it seems valid to question the ability of
the interviewee to provide such services.
Approach to Problems ; The important aspect of this discussion is the fact
that the interviewee is raising questions about the bases for human behavior
Such curiosity is the basis on which knowledge is built.
Expansion of Services : Although social services are theoretically thought
to be a component of Public Welfare an expansion of program along these
lines is considered impractical.
Summary
Concept of Public Welfare : It cannot be said that the concept of Public
Welfare is rigidly narrow nor does it approximate the breadth to be expected
in terms of the criteria established in the opening chapters of this thesis.
Some statements point out a recognition of problems and efforts to meet
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them. Other statements contradict this and point to a lack of skill and
knowledge in this area and a "hands-off” policy. The word ambivalence seems
to describe the situation rather well.
Attitudes Toward the Recipient Groups ; The evidence supports the statement
that people are viewed as individuals and not on a categorical basis.
Understanding of Human Behavior ; Basic understanding of human behavior out
of which skills are developed for providing effective individualized social
services is lacking. An interest in such knowledge is shown, however.
In conclusion, it can be said that an interest in social services
exists but the ability to provide them is not developed.
Digest of Interview Town Ho. 7
Recording : The dates of investigations are entered in addition to required
information concerned with eligibility. "It is a protection, too, for us to
have these facts recorded."
Budgets : The budget should be the same in General Relief as in Old Age
Assistance or Aid to Dependent Children. "They are entitled to the same
amount and to the same budget items.” A State standard budget is helpful to
both the staff worker and to the recipient. If people ask for additional
money, the worker can simply say it cannot be allowed. It is helpful to the
recipients because they know, then, that they have received the maximum they
can expect and are therefore better satisfied.
Cash Relief : About twenty-five percent of General Relief families receive
relief in kind. Cash is properly managed in some situations; in others it
is just as well to "dole it out. It is a matter of intelligence." However,
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no change is desired in the present law requiring cash payments in Old Age
Assistance and Aid to Dependent Children. People in these categories do
not want it known that they are on relief, a fact more easily concealed
with the use of cash. ”They’re proud. I don’t think people on General
Relief care.” Another consideration is the fact that General Relief funds
come from local tax funds and ”we have to be more careful.”
Requests for Service : It is extremely rare that a recipient requests help
with planning. Other problems are not brought to the interviewee.
Purpose of Investigations and Visitg : Illness in families necessitates
visiting in addition to the required investigations. Because the Aid to
Dependent Children family is larger and the incidence of illness likely to
be higher, it is logical that more frequent contacts are required. The
General Relief family was compared to Aid for Dependent Children in this
respect.
Approach to Problems : "I think they are born that way. Sometimes relief
runs in families. It seems like everything has been done to try to make
them go to work but there isn’t anything that can be done. It’s lack of
intelligence. Everything has been tried. Generally people would as soon
be on relief as to be working but, of course, an Aid to Dependent Children
mother should be at home with the children.”
Expansion of Service ? No value could be seen in offering services to the
non-relief community in this locality.
Analysis of Interview Town No. 7
Recording ! The record does not contain material necessary to a program of
social service. The value of the record accrues solely to the mechanics of
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administration.
Budgets : No distinction is made among the recipient groups with respect to
budget standards. The stated values of a State standard budget in terms of
the recipient are questionable. Such a budget provides a defensive device
for the administrator. The psychological value that is presumed for the
recipient is rather thin if it is to stand without supplemental values.
Cash Relief : This statement is indicative of preconceived and stereotyped
attitudes toward people. It is not an individualized point of view. Charg-
ing the whole problem of financial management to intelligence, or lack of it
is an oversimplification. Care in the expenditure of local tax funds is
valid, but care can be exercised and all funds expended in accordance with
established standards. No greater responsibility, nor any less, lies in a
single area of expenditure as compared, to others.
Requests for Service : The attitude expressed in relation to use of a
standard budget and cash relief in General Relief would not invite a discus-
sion of problems by recipients. That other problems are not brought to the
interviewee indicates either a lack of interest in or lack of awareness of
the problems of people.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits : Within the limited purpose of visits
there is no distinction among the categories of assistance and relief. This
reply is consistent with the basic lacks in terms of social services as ex-
pressed in the discussion under preceding points.
Approach to Problems : Statements about heredity and intelligence are over-
simplifications of human problems. Either one provides an easy dismissal of
responsibility for the interviewee. The opinion that most people prefer
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dependency is too generalized*
Expansion of Service : It could not be expected in the light of the discus-
sion that an extension of the program in the area of social services would
be considered valid. Such services do not constitute a part of the present
program.
Summary
Concept of Public Welfare: Discussion under all points illustrate a
narrow, mechanical point of view.
Attitudes toward Recipient Croups ; The bulk of the evidence points toward
preconceived, subjective attitudes toward people. Consideration of people
is not on an individualized basis, and the interviewee distinguishes quite
sharply between General Relief recipients and the other groups.
Understanding of Human Behavior ; Except for the opinion that a mother
should be with her children, there is no indication of an understanding and
appreciation of people as individuals.
Neither the interest in, nor the ability to carry out an effective
program of broad social services is in evidence.
Recording : In addition to n statistical information and proof of eligibility”
other material pertinent to problems of health and family relationships are
entered. This provides a reference to turn to prior to a visit and forms
the basis for further plans in helping families.
Budgets : The same budget basis is used for all recipients of financial aid.
Digest of Interview Town No. -£
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The need is as great in one group as it is in the others.
Cash Relief ; Although the interviewee would prefer to use cash in most
instances, local policy does not permit it except for families of long
residence in the community known to have "good standards." It is the inter-
viewee's opinion that the successful use of cash relief in Old Age Assist-
ance and Aid to Dependent Children will eventually influence the board to
liberalize its policy of cash relief in General Relief. However, the inter-
viewee believes all General Relief applicants should receive a food voucher
at the time of application. On the subsequent visit, the worker should
determine whether cash should be given.
Requests for Service : All recipients receive an itemized statement of the
budget so that those who wish may use it as a guide in planning expenditures.
Beyond this the interviewee welcomes an opportunity to be of further help
on specific budgeting problems. He finds that many helpful suggestions can
be made.
When recipients realize that the interviewee is interested in them
and their problems, they bring the problems to him. He finds that such
discussion and suggestions as to resources encourages them to activity in
the solution of their difficulties and that often a solution to one problem
alleviates others.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits ; Because there are more people in the
Aid to Dependent Children family and greater chance for health problems to
develop, this group should be seen more frequently than is considered neces-
sary in Old Age Assistance. When recipients become aware that the inter-
viewee is interested in helping with a variety of problems, they feel en-
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couraged to seek such help.
General Relief families are visited frequently because the need is
often of an emergency nature and other problems, particularly those of a
health nature, are often present.
Approach to Problems : "Back of morals, poor preparation for life, laziness,
or poor school work there is often a physical condition." Physical health
must be checked thoroughly. "I don’t like the term ’unworthy’. I don’t
know what would make a person unworthy of being cared for by some means."
The General Relief applicant often lacks "inner resources" because of lacks
in education or other factors in his background. Improper diet and lacks of
other basic needs may lead to an eventual loss of standards, "moral and
otherwise." Whether or not such problems can be met depends on whether the
causes can be ascertained. "Social services are fundamentally a part of
public welfare. They cannot be separated."
Expansion of Services ; "Once the community breaks down the stigma attached
to relief," those not in need of relief "will come for such help." Now it
is a matter of building up a reputation, person by person, for providing
such services. Economically independent people also may have family and
personal problems.
Analysis of Interview Town No. S
Recording : In addition to information related to eligibility for assistance
the record contains material that provides a basis for planned and continu-
ing social services designed to meet a wide range of family problems.
Budgets : Needs of people are recognized in realistic terms. There is no
distinction among the recipient groups.
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Cash Relief : The thinking of the interviewee is the important aspect of the
comments under this point. It is for the most part progressive and adequate.
The only point one might criticize is the blanket policy of using relief in
kind in General Relief at the time of application.
Requests for Service : There is an active interest in not only meeting
problems of financial planning but also in taking a step to prevent such
problems from materializing. Providing all recipients with an itemized
statement of the budget is evidence of an awareness of the possibility that
such problems can arise. It is also evidence of an attitude that encourages
people to seek help with problems before they develop to serious proportions.
The interrelatedness of problems is recognized as well as the value of en-
couraging and helping people to help themselves.
Purpose of Investigations and Visitsi The interviewee goes beyond the
responsibility for determining eligibility and considers visits to families
as a means through which social services can be rendered. An interest in
people as individuals is quite in evidence.
Approach to Problems : Problems of people are individualized and causes are
sought* A helpful and practical approach is taken. The relation between
non-financial problems and dependency is recognized.
Expansion of Services ; Though a practical obstacle to such an extension of
services is recognized, practical steps are taken to meet it. Such an
effort is also, incidentally, good public relations.
Summary
Concept of Public Welfare : The statement made by the interviewee under
Approach to Problems that "social services are fundamentally a part of
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public welfare" is a clear statement of concept of Public Welfare. The
opinions stated throughout the interview bear out this point of view.
Attitudes toward the Recipient Groups : The attitude is one of interest and
practical helpfulness without discrimination. People and their problems
are viewed on an individualized basis.
Understanding of Human Behavior : It would not be valid to attempt to
measure the degree of understanding, but it is clear that some understand-
ing exists. This understanding has also been transferred to practical use.
A measure of ability for providing social services on a broad basis
does exist as well as a real interest in this aspect of Public Welfare.
Digest of Interview Town No. 9
Recording : The record is made up of information applying to the applicant’s
material resources and points of eligibility for assistance. Dates of
investigations are also entered. Any further recording is unimportant; it
would only fill the record with "useless material."
Budgets : The same budget basis is used for "long time" General Relief as
is employed in Old Age Assistance and includes all items. The temporary
General Relief budget, by and large, approximates the standard budget. A
State standard budget is a helpful device in meeting the needs of recipients
Cash Relief : The policy of cash relief for Old Age Assistance and Aid to
Dependent Children is regarded favorably. "I would not want to use grocery
slips," but it would be helpful if it were possible to make direct payments,
on occasions, to doctors, hospitals, and, at times, landlords. In long time
General Relief families, cash is used throughout but direct payment to
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vendors, such as mentioned before, is frequent. Relief in kind is used
almost exclusively in temporary General Relief situations. One of the
parents is required to call at the office each week "for the order. In this
way a close check can be made." That is, the possibility of employment can
be watched more closely. The fact that the recipient, in most "long time"
General Relief situations, is unemployable makes such close checking unneces-
sary.
Requests for Service: It is only on rare occasions that anyone asks for
help with financial planning. At these times an itemized statement of the
budget is provided which is considered, by the interviewee, to be helpful.
Some recipients receive gifts of clothing, etc. which "helps to tide them
over."
Occasionally problems of a non-financial nature, such as marital
discord, are brought to the interviewee. He tries to offer helpful service
but concedes very little success.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits ; Recipients of Aid to Dependent Chil-
dren should be visited more frequently than the Old Age Assistance person
because the increasing age of children necessitates budget revisions and
there is a greater possibility of family members obtaining employment thereby
increasing deductible resources. Visits between formal investigations are
usually because of "moving and sickness." "I don*t like the word investiga-
tion 1 ; it sounds too much like police work. Contacts with General Relief
recipients once in six months is usually sufficient, "they are not employable
because of health."
Approach to Problems: People, generally, prefer to be self-dependent. "They
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feel a natural pride and the stigma that goes with relief." During the
depression many people were receiving relief "through no fault of their own
There seems to be a group of people who are always on relief. The prime
reasons were said to be low mentality or lack of initiative. Most of these
are impossible, "there is nothing to be done."
Expansion of Services : The interviewee sees no need for an extension of
the present program. "We are not equipped with personnel or the knowledge"
to offer social services to the whole community.
Analysis of Interview Town No. 9
Recording : No values for recording are recognized beyond that which is
necessary to determine continued eligibility.
Budgets : With the exception of the "temporary" General Relief recipients
the same basis is used in determining grants and allowances in the three
categories.
Cash Relief : The importance of the statement under this point is not so
much in relation to cash relief but the reflection of attitude toward the
General Relief group. The fact that a recipient is unemployable is a
basis for lack of interest in him.
Requests for Service : A very limited kind of service is provided with
respect to financial planning. Providing an itemized budget is not in
itself an individualized approach to such problems. Assuming that occasion-
al gifts are made to recipients who cannot manage on their allowance for
one reason or another is an easy dismissal of the problem.
Some effort to help people with other problems is made but with
little success. The degree of success would be small if such efforts are
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as limited as those in the area of financial planning. A lack of awareness
of problems and a lack of skill to meet them effectively is indicated.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits ? The same limited approach to the
problems of people is again illustrated. Except for the General Relief
group, one could say that a certain degree of interest in people exists,
but interest is not accompanied by insight into problems or skills to meet
them.
Approach to Problems : Causes of problems are said to be "low mentality”
which is an oversimplification and "lack of initiative" which is superficial
That "nothing can be done" to help solve most problems is an unstimulating
point of view.
Expansion of Services : The interviewee recognizes that knowledge provides
the basis for broad social services. By implication, at least, he does not
reject the idea of social services but apparently does not consider them an
essential part of the present program.
Summary
Concept of Public Welfare : The interviewee interprets Public Welfare quite
narrowly. Some efforts at service are made but these are seriously limited.
Whatever interest exists is not activated to an appreciable degree.
Attitude toward Recipient Groups ? Thinking and practice in terms of meeting
basic material needs appear to be pretty well up to standard. No negative
attitude to any substantial degree is seen nor does any particularly posi-
tive attitude appear in terms of service beyond provision of financial
assistance. Except for an oversimplification of causes of human problems,
no important obstacles, with respect to attitudes, stand in the way of the
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development of a social service program
Understanding of Human Behavior : There is nothing here of a positive nature
to indicate that the interviewee possesses a basic understanding of human
behavior. On the other hand, there is nothing of any strength that points
to the contrary except the interviewee* s frank statement that he does not
possess the knowledge necessary for social services designed to meet in-
volved problems.
Ability to provide a wide range of social services is lacking. It
cannot be flatly stated that interest is lacking. If it does exist, it is
somewhat latent.
Digest of Interview Town No. 10
Recording: No information beyond facts pertinent to eligibility for assist-
ance are entered in the record. "It is difficult to put one’s thoughts on
paper "and the material would be of value to no one else."
Budgets : The General Relief budget is substantially lower than the Old Age
Assistance budget. If the budget were more liberal, too many people would
be on relief. A State standard budget is acceptable. No further comment
was offered except, "it’s all right."
Cash Relief : About twenty-five per cent of the General Relief grants are
paid in cash. "Giving cash is too dangerous sometimes; they waste the
money. I don’t know how, but you can just about tell by looking at a person
whether he will manage money properly. Anyway, we know about eighty per
cent of the people in town."
On the other hand, cash assistance in Old Age Assistance and Aid to
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Dependent Children is regarded favorably. "Occasionally it might be better
if we could use relief in kind, but it would take too much time."
No explanation of this difference in point of view could be made.
Requests for Service : There are no requests for help with budgets and
financial planning. "We explain the budget when they get it. They know
that is all they will get, so they get along on it." There are no requests
for help with other kinds of problems.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits : There is no basis for a difference
in the frequency of investigations with respect to any of the three recip-
ient groups. Frequent visits are made to all recipients. The word "invest-
igation" is not used, "it puts them on their guard." Frequent visiting
tends to dissipate the fear of investigations and "we get better reporting
about resources. If we waited for six months between visits they would get
too free; they would forget they are our cases." Frequent contacts also
permit a better service with respect to health.
Approach to Problems : Although it is observed that "relief seems to run in
families," there was no suggestion as to the reason or how it might be
prevented. It was thought that something on a person’s mind might be the
basis for some behavior patterns, yet it was questioned that a young person
could have anything on his mind that would result in such difficulties.
In talking with people about their financial needs and resources
"the approach is important." If the interview is begun conversationally,
people are put at their ease and clues are obtained to the type of informa-
tion sought.
Expansion of Service ; No value was seen in any extension of the present
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Analysis of Interview Town No. 10
Recording : Information in the record does not include material basic to
planned and continuing social services. It may be that the material the
interviewee finds difficult to express in writing is of such a nature. If
this is so, subsequent discussion should bear it out.
. .
• J
Budgets : Keeping relief allowances below standard is, to say the least, a
short-sighted policy in terms of health, if for no other reason. The State
standard budget mandatory in Old Age Assistance and acceptable to the admin-
istration is financed chiefly by Federal and State funds.
Cash Relief : The method of determining in General Relief who shall receive
cash and who shall receive relief in kind is highly subjective. Too much
reliance is placed on ’knowing” the people in town. The procedure which
would take "too much time" on a selective basis in Old Age Assistance and
Aid to Dependent Children is practiced on a wholesale basis in General
Relief. No explanation was given, but two possibilities present themselves
to mind. First, it may be a reflection of an attitude toward the General
Relief recipients as a group. Second, it may be because Federal and State
funds pay the greater share of the expense in Old Age Assistance and Aid to
Dependent Children.
Requests for Service : Need for additional money does not constitute all
problems of budgeting and financial planning. This, however, appears to be
the only solution that suggests itself to the interviewee, and it is not
acceptable as he stated previously. One would not expect people to seek
counsel from this source.
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Purpose of Investigations and Visits ; Only one purpose exists for contacting
recipients. That is to check resources and determine eligibility.
Approach to Problems : It can hardly be said that there is an approach to
problems in this instance. Problems are not thought of in relation to
people but only in relation to the job of administration. A degree of
technique has been developed in regard to interviewing. If it could be put
to use for additional purposes, it would constitute a strength for the
development of social services.
Expansion of Services ! Inasmuch as social services are not thought of as a
part of the present program, it is not to be expected they would be given
consideration in other areas.
Summary
Concept of Public Welfare : The concept of Public Welfare is not only narrow
it is sub-standard in terms of its basic financial aspects.
Attitudes toward the Recipient Groups : Recipients are not thought of as
individual human beings. Where certain standards are mandatory they are mei^
otherwise they are not.
Understanding of Human Behavior : Such understanding does not exist.
There is no ability to provide social services on a broad basis and
no apparent interest in them on any basis.
Pigept pf Interview IggBj&L II
Recording? In addition to required information, statements about certain
serious problems are entered in the record. Such statements are usually on
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occasions when a member of the family is referred to a mental health clinic.
Budgets ; The same budget is used throughout for all recipients. Everyone
in need is entitled to assistance in accordance with the established stand-
ard.
Cash Relief : The policy of cash relief in Old Age Assistance and Aid to
Dependent Children is looked upon favorably. They manage a cash grant very
well. It is sometimes found necessary to provide relief in kind in General
Relief situations, "but they are watched closely so there is little trouble.”
Requests for Service : On the rare occasion that help with financial plan-
ning is needed nwe put a lot of time on it because we are giving a service
besides just relief.”
Other problems such as non-support complaints and evictions are also
brought to the interviewee and help is readily and, for the most part, suc-
cessfully given.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits : Sometimes frequent visits are advis-
able and then again, a visit once a year would be sufficient. "Sickness
and things of that kind" are reasons for more frequent contacts. Where
there is a possibility that a member of the family may obtain employment,
close checking is necessary. This potentiality is greater in General Relief
and Aid to Dependent Children than in Old Age Assistance.
Approach to Problems : "The best people don't always have the best children
and the poorest parents often have excellent children. The environment and
atmosphere in which a child grows up has a lot to do with the kind of person
he will be. Being on relief doesn't mean that the person does not have
many of the good qualities that anyone else has." The interviewee believes
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most people are honest whether they are on relief or not. If a confidence
in the administrator* s interest and ability to help with individual problems
is built up in the community, many people will seek that help. It is neces-
sary to work along with people on these problems and to follow up the devel-
opment of progress. "Welfare includes more than relief." The interviewee
noted that occasionally "relief runs in families." He said he does not
know how to meet this problem. "The chain has never been broken."
Expansion of Service : A program of social service to the community at large
would fit in very well with the present one. In fact, many people of finan-
cial means seek the interviewee’s counsel.
Analysis of Interview Town Ho. 11
Recording : The record contains some material beyond that needed for deter-
mining eligibility. It is not clear that information necessary for the
staff worker to carry out long range social services is included. At least
a statement of difficult problems which involve referring the recipient to
other resources is a part of the record.
Budgets : No distinction is made on a categorical basis in meeting financial
need.
Cash Relief : Although relief in kind is deemed advisable at times with
respect to General Relief recipients, there are indications that it is done
on an individual basis. On the other hand, the fact that all recipients of
Old Age Assistance and Aid to Dependent Children always receive cash is re-
garded favorably.
Requests for Service : Help with financial planning and budget problems is
considered part of the local program and appears to have been given
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important emphasis. Other personal and family problems that are given con-
sideration seem to fall completely within the area of legal service and are
of crisis proportions. This is substanitated by the statement under
Recording .
Purpose of Investigations and Visits : Although the purpose of visits is
broader than routine checking of eligibility, they appear to be limited to
rather concrete services. Physical health was mentioned, and is undoubtedly
important but does not include problems of emotional conflict and family
relationships involving emotional and psychological factors.
Approach to Problems : The approach to problems is individualized and factois
of environment are given recognition with respect to the development of
personality. The value of building up confidence in a community as a basis
for service is noted. In terms of this study these are important points.
On the other hand, the interviewee speaks of the chronic nature of
relief needs in some families. He frankly states he has no idea of how to
approach this problem and dismisses it by saying, "The chain has never been
broken." This is admittedly a difficult problem. Efforts to meet it fre-
quently demand a careful and comprehensive analysis, the skill of other
specialists, long range plans carried out with painstaking skill, and often
directed primarily toward selected members of the family. That is, the
"chain" often may be broken only gradually. It would seem, considering
generations, that long range results would more than compensate for small
degrees of initial success.
The point of the writer's comments here is that social services,
while they are provided, are limited to concrete problems of a legal or
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health nature and these at points of crises.
Expansion of Services ; The interviewee regards his present program of
social services to have sufficient value to the community that an extension
would be advisable.
Summary
Concept of Public Welfare: Public Welfare is interpreted quite broadly in
this instance. Comments under Budgets . Requests for Service, and Purpose of
Investigations and Visits substantiate this appraisal.
Attitude toward Recipient Groups : People are viewed individually rather
than categorically. Real interest in being of service to people is exhibi-
ted.
Understanding of Behavior ; A constructive point of view is taken by the
interviewee but knowledge of individual human behavior has not been develop-
ed to the point where it can be effectively applied to a wide range of
personal problems.
There is interest in people and their problems but ability to pro-
vide social services is restricted to the concrete problems which can be
labeled as legal, health, etc.
Digest of Interview Town No. 12
Recording : The record provides a focal point for information pertaining to
eligibility. When the interviewer inquired as to additional values, it was
stated that bank reports, statements regarding insurance carried by the
applicant, and the dates of investigations are included.
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Budgets ? The budget in General Relief, including the food item, is lower
than in Old Age Assistance, The applicant is asked what he needs for food
for a given period, and "if it is less" than the standard budget the request
is granted. The interviewee said that some people are not in the habit of
having an amount of money for food equivalent to that provided by the budget
and therefore do not need as much. He also felt some applicants have other
resources to fall back on and therefore are not actually being denied basic
needs.
Cash Relief : Only elderly General Relief recipients who are "chronic" cases
"that aren’t eligible for Old Age Assistance" receive cash relief. The inter-
viewee would not be in favor of changing this policy. He would prefer to be
able to use relief in kind in Old Age Assistance or Aid to Dependent Chil-
dren, on occasions, if "State reimbursement would not be effected."
Requests for Service : Only occasionally does anyone indicate a need for
help with financial planning. "Some complain that they cannot manage and
can’t buy certain items. I tell them it’s in the budget."
Sometimes a recipient will bring in a problem pertaining to health
or "living conditions" but no other problems are seen by the interviewee.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits : "It is not necessary to visit Aid to
Dependent Children quite as often as is required. We know everybody, any-
way. There is practically no change in most cases." Visits between invest-
igations are "more or less routine." They are usually prompted by the need
to check on children working or an elderly person needs glasses, "or some-
thing like that."
In General Relief, except when the recipient is unemployable, it is
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necessary to "watch them closely. We get a lot of information through the
grapevine .
"
Approach to Problems : "Low mentality and lack of morals" were said to be
the important causes of human problems. "Sometimes it is the family they
lived in. Background can account for the present type of person." Personal
and family problems involving emotional factors are too difficult to do any-
thing about. It is not a part of the Public Welfare job.
Relief tends to break morale. The attitude of children growing up
in this atmosphere is affected and they, in turn, are not concerned about
being on relief.
Expansion of Services ! The general community would not seek such services
from a Public Welfare office because of the stigma attached to relief.
Such services would need to be separate. Then, too, such counseling demands
"a lot of education and training." The community would have to be educated
to the value of such services.
Analysis of Interview Town No. 12
Recording : The recording includes none of the kind of information and
material necessary for the planned, continuing type of social services in-
volving family relationships and emotional factor of problems.
Budgets : Not only is the food item in the General Relief budget below the
State standard, but a bargaining element enters into the determination of
the amount allowed. Capitalizing on a stronger bargaining position by the
administrator may or may not be a conscious process. If not wholly conscious,
it indicates a lack of self-questioning about one’s performance on the job,
a lack of a self-disciplined approach to the work. The fact that some fami-
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ies have not been accustomed to a standard diet should raise a question in
the administrator's mind as to the nutritional needs of a family and the
health of growing children. It should not be simply regarded as a fortui-
tous circumstance through which an immediate kind of saving can be effected.
Cash Relief t The expressed attitudes in regard to the use of cash relief
stems from the same lack of interest in, and appreciation of, people as does
the General Relief budget policy. Again the interviewee discloses his
prime interest in the local fiscal aspect of the program. Such an interest
is not being criticized, per se. This primary responsibility should also
include thinking in terms of human needs and the fact, too, that such a
policy may be shortsighted and uneconomical in the long range view.
Requests for Service : Lack of interest in, and a probable lack of awareness
of, people as individuals is again in evidence by the interviewee's easy and
rather abrupt dismissal of budget problems and lack of discernment of non-
financial problems.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits : Visits are directed almost exclusive-
ly to checking continued eligibility and watching for material resources.
They are not accompanied by consideration of children and their wholesome
development
.
Approach to Problems : Although the effect of experience and environment on
the development of personality is given some recognition, it is frankly
stated that this area of human welfare is beyond the ability of the inter-
viewee and beyond the province of Public Welfare. It is logical to deduct
from this and previous comments that such services are not a part of the
program and not considered to be within the area of Public Welfare because
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the necessary knowledge and skill is absent.
Expansion of Services ; This statement states even more clearly the inter-
viewee’s position in regard to social services and substantiates the deduc-
tion drawn under the preceding point. Counseling service, or social
services does demand special preparation and this, the interviewee strongly
implies, he does not possess.
Summary
Concept of Public Welfare : The concept of human welfare is narrow and
there appears to be little interest in broadening it. The two combine to
produce short-sighted policies such as that illustrated by the General
Relief budget and related comments.
Attitude toward Recipient Groups : There is no evidence of individualized
thinking about recipients. There is a lack of interest in them as people
and some discrimination against the General Relief group.
Understanding of Human Behavior : The interviewee expresses some apprecia-
tion of the background of human problems, but gives no indication of an
individualized application of this appreciation. To him it is recognized as
a sociological problem but the implications in terms of the individuals with
whom he is working are lost upon him.
Neither ability nor interest in individual human problems or services
to meet them are apparent. Some broad recognition of social problems and the
need of preparation for social services constitute the strengths in this
instance.
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Digest of Interview Town So. 13
Recording; Little beyond consideration of eligibility is included in the
record. If a recipient drinks excessively the fact is noted in the record
or if someone says he cannot manage on the budget, the fact that the state-
ment was made is entered.
Budgets : The State standard budget is not used in General Relief. That is,
all items are not included. The food item "is practically the same.” A
State standard budget is helpful because "we don’t have the facilities for
working one out."
Cash Relief : With the exception of "temporary" General Relief situations
and occasions when cash is not managed properly, cash is the form of relief
used. The interviewee prefers cash relief and finds that relief in kind is
seldom necessary. He believes the local office should have an opportunity
to use relief in kind in exceptional instances in Old Age Assistance; for
example, in cases of excessive drinking.
Requests for Service : There are no requests for help with financial plan-
ning. Occasionally a recipient will discuss other family problems. The
interviewee believes he has been able to do something in these situations
but seldom has a satisfactory degree of success.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits : Investigations need not be as frequeri;
as required. Occasional "check-up" visits can be made "which might lead to
an investigation. We know everybody and their circumstances, so frequent
visits are unnecessary. We know them by meeting them on the street and by
reputation."
Approach to Problems : The "bringing-up" of children has a major influence
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on shaping the personality of adults. Although "good" children sometimes
come from "poor parents," the interviewee could not suggest possible reasons
for this paradox. "Drinking" is the primary cause of personal and family
problems of adults. "It is a craving and a lack of will power.”
It was thought that most people want to be self-supporting and will
not remain on relief longer than is necessary.
Expansion of Services : Offering a program of social services to the com-
munity as a whole "would be taking on a great deal for Public Welfare. We
have plenty to do as it is." Such services should be separate, because
people would not want to be identified with a relief organization.
Analysis of Interview Town No. 13
Recording : Material basic to planned social services is not part of the
record. Certain problems are noted but not with anticipation of attempting
to meet them.
Budgets : Although a standard budget is said to be helpful and a State
developed budget is desirable because of lack of local facilities, it is not
used for General Relief recipients. A degree of discriminatory attitude
against this group is reflected.
Cash Relief : Use of relief in kind is on a selective basis. This procedure
would be strengthened if such relief were accompanied by planned efforts to
foster independent planning and management.
Requests for Service : The interviewee evidences a willingness to try to
help with family problems but admits little success.
Purpose of Investigation and Visits : Too much reliance is placed on super-
ficial and incomplete knowledge for the appraisals and decisions that must
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be made* Effective social services are not built upon such a foundation.
Willingness to help people with problems is commendable, but is insufficient.
Lack of interest in individual problems beyond an empirical knowledge leads
to counsel based on snap judgment which can be helpful only by chance and
is not conducive to an enduring solution of a problem.
Approach to Problems ; There is limited recognition of the basis of person-
ality development but again the knowledge is of a generalized nature. No
suggestion could be made as to possible reasons for one person being dif-
ferent than other members of a single family group. This indicates a super-
ficial knowledge of human behavior. There is no doubt that excessive drink-
ing causes much human misery, but the interviewee offers a very superficial
explanation nor does he indicate that excessive drinking may be result as
well as cause.
Although it is thought that relief recipients prefer self-depend-
ence, the comments under Budgets and Cash Relief provide no indication that
help in achieving self-dependence is forthcoming from the interviewee.
Expansion of Services : Barriers to a program of social services are set up,
not as practical obstacles to be overcome, but as difficulties of an insur-
mountable nature. The comments seem to spring from lack of interest in
such a program which may, in turn, be based on a feeling of inadequacy for
such a venture.
Summary
Concept of Public Welfare : Because of a degree of willingness to help
people with problems beyond meeting basic financial need and because of a
limited recognition of problems, it cannot be flatly stated that the
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concept of Public Welfare is altogether narrow. In view of the total dis-
cussion, however, it seems more accurate to say that the above points provide
potential strengths for broadening this concept rather than that they provide
practical breadth at the present time. On the other hand, comments under
Recording . Purpose of Visits , and Expansion of Services point up specific
lacks in the concept of human welfare.
Attitudes toward Recipient Groups : Aside from a degree of discrimination
against the General Relief group as illuustrated under Budgets . there is
little evidence of any particular attitudes being held.
Understanding of Human Behavior : At no point in the discussion is there
evidence of an understanding of individual human behavior. Lacking such
evidence, it is logical to conclude that the understanding does not exist in
any practical form. Comments under Approach to Problems specifically sub-
stantiates this conclusion.
Ability to provide planned and continued social services on a broad
basis is not present in this administration. Interest in people as individ-
uals does not appear in positive fashion. If interest is not lacking, it is,
at least, not practically active.
Digest of Interview Town No. 1JL
Recording : In addition to information necessary to establish eligibility,
the record provides a reference for checking on insurance, ages of children
in relation to the budget, etc. Instances of illness and dental services
are also entered. The record contains no other kind of material.
Budgets : The budget for General Relief including the food item approximates
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but does not equal, the standard budget. Although it was indicated that
the difference is small, no explanation was given for such difference exist-
ing. No statement except "it*s all right" was forthcoming in regard to the
value of a State standard budget.
Cash Relief : It is often felt necessary to use relief in kind in General
Relief because a number of recipients are "hardly competent" to manage a
cash allowance. "We can give a service by handling their money for them.”
It would be desirable to be able to make payments direct to vendors in Old
Age Assistance and Aid to Dependent Children, but, if it were to be done in
any instance, it should be followed consistently with all recipients in
these two groups. The reason the practice could not be selective as it is
in General Relief is because the grants in the other categories are consid-
ered to be a pension and policy would need to be uniform.
Requests for Service : The budget is explained at the time the grant or
allowance is made so no one needs help with further planning, and it is not
requested. There have been instances of family difficulty brought to the
interviewee. An example was given of a situation that constituted such a
problem. It was of such serious proportions, it had become a community
problem as well as a family problem and at that point the local office be-
came active.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits ; Formal investigations need not be as
frequent as required for either Old Age Assistance or Aid to Dependent Chil-
dren. Informal visits are made. "We are interested in health needs." We
know everyone personally anyway and see them on the street often" so there
is no need for frequent formal visits. Seeing recipients "on the street"
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is relied on to considerable extent as far as contacts in General Relief are
concerned.
Approach to Problems ; In discussing the basis of individual problems and
human behavior, the interviewee questioned that anyone could discern the
causes. "Everyone inherits good and bad tendencies" but which one will
dominate is unpredictable. "People instinctively know right from wrong."
It would be to the financial advantage of the Public Welfare organization to
provide social services because they would help to build and maintain
strength and self-dependence, "but personality traits are too deep for me."
Expansion of Services : Social services to the non-relief group could not
practically become a part of the Public Welfare program for some time to
come because of the "strong barrier of stigma" attached to a relief organiz-
ation.
Analysis of Interview Town No. 14
Recording ; Comments on the values of recording reflects a limited concept
of the job of Public Welfare. Basic material needs are met according to
legal requirements. No material necessary to a wide range of social serv-
ices is included.
Budgets ; Providing a budget which approximates, but does not equal a stand-
ard budget already prepared must involve considerable additional calculation
There must be some reason for this. The interviewee does not criticize the
standard budget as being too liberal, nor does he say that local funds are
insufficient. It may be that he considers the family standards of living of
the General Relief group are below the level of the budget. If so, he
should be interested in the nutritional values of their diets for the sake
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of the health, at least, of growing children. There is another possible
alternative and that is an unthinking discrimination against one group of
recipients.
Cash Relief : It is undoubtedly true that some families do not plan well.
The reasons may well include discouragement, lack of experience, and others
which should be of interest to the administrator. Use of relief in kind
should be accompanied by efforts to build self-dependence wherever possible.
This is a strength that does not appear in this program.
Requests for Service : A single explanation of the budget at the time the
first allowance is granted has value, but it does not take into considera-
tion the possibility of individual problems that must arise from time to
time. One of the principal objectives in working with families to meet
their problems is to find a solution early and prevent their developing to
serious proportions. If family problems cure recognized only at the time
they have reached the stage of a major crisis, opportunity for prevention
of serious damages to human values is lost. The chance for constructive
treatment is reduced to a minimum.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits : Comments under this point indicate no
more than a routine, superficial interest in people. Too much reliance is
placed on limited knowledge for adequate administration of any phase of
Public Welfare. It is not the basis on which constructive and effective
services are built.
Approach to Problems : The interviewee makes an important observation when
he points out the value of social services in the building of strong and
1
self-dependent qualities in people in need of such service. He admits,
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however, that he is unprepared to provide help in this area. His comments
in regard to causes of human behavior are not contradictory to that state-
ment .
Expansion of Services : The idea of offering social services to the commun-
ity is not rejected, but is considered impractical under present circum-
stances.
Summary
Concept of Public Welfare : In theory the concept of Public Welfare is
broadj in practice it is narrow. The interviewee points out practical
values of social services under Approach to Problems but other comments and
statements regarding practice indicate that opportunities for services go
unheeded.
Attitudes toward Recipient Groups : There is some evidence of a discrimina-
#
tory attitude toward the General Relief group, but it cannot be said to be
well substantiated. Well defined attitudes, either positive or negative,
do not present themselves.
Understanding of Human Behavior : The interviewee says that he does not
understand individual human behavior to any practical degree, and there is
no evidence in the discussion that he does.
Ability to provide a broad range of social services is lacking. A
theoretical interest in such services is expressed which is important in
spite of the fact that opportunities for valuable services go unheeded.
Digest of Interview Town No. 15
Recording ; The record contains no material other than that pertaining to
it
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material resources and information necessary to establishing eligibility.
fiudgets : Recently the standard budget has been used almost exclusively in
General Relief. This change was made to avoid the trouble of allowing
occasional small supplementations to the original allowance for a given
period. When the amount was less, some recipients used to "hound” the ad-
ministrator for "another dollar or two" to carry them through the week.
Now that the standard budget is provided, the administrator can feel justi-
fied in refusing such requests. "We give a lump sum and they figure it out
for themselves." No explanation of the budget is made unless a person
"complains" to the state office.
Cash Relief : The first relief given is always in kind. Following that,
"some cases" receive cash. This is determined by "sizing up" the applicant.
The interviewee has considerable question in his mind as to whether
or not cash relief is a desirable policy in Old Age Assistance and Aid to
Dependent Children. It tends to allow people to "feel more independent."
I
On the other hand, the use of relief in kind in these groups would add con-
siderably to the work of the administrator. "Cash is more simple to handle.
Requests for Service t Some recipients ask for help with budgeting but, by
and large, "they don’t give us much trouble. They are getting so much and
it's supposed to last. If it doesn't, that’s their problem." No other
!
problems have come to the administrator’s attention.
|
Purpose of Investigations and Visits; The interviewee sees no purpose in
i
contacting recipients beyond keeping a check on resources and eligibility.
Formal investigations need not be as frequent as required because, "I know
;
them all personally, anyway."
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Approach to Problems : Heredity determines the behavior of some people.
Others are influenced by environmental circumstances. The majority of
General Relief recipients prefer to be self-dependent, but some are low
grade and have been "welfare chislers for years."
Expansion of Services : There would be no value in a community-wide program
of social services.
Analysis of Interview Town No. 15
Recording : The record does not contain material necessary to a planned and
continuing kind of social services.
Budgets : General Relief budgets have been raised to meet the State standard,
but not with the welfare of the recipients in mind. The benefits accruing
to this group are only incidental to the real purpose which is avoiding
troublesome experiences with recipients. That this lack of interest in
people exists is further substantiated by the expressed attitude in regard
to budget problems. A formal complaint must be made in order to receive
even a minimum of helpful service. Such a circumstance causes one to
wonder about the quality of such service when, presumably, it is provided.
Cash Relief : Further evidence of an unfeeling attitude and exclusive in-
terest in ease of administration is expressed in comments under this point.
Cash relief is provided for a few General Relief families and the basis for
selection is not an objective one. Cash relief fosters independence which
is apparently considered an undesirable attribute. Because of the addition-
al work involved in the use of relief in kind, the interviewee would not
wish to carry out the same policy in Old Age Assistance or Aid to Dependent
Children as is used in General Relief. The implication is a strong distrust
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of General Relief recipients as a group.
Requests for Service : Requests for service are looked upon as a trouble-
some part of the administrator's work. Lack of appreciation of recipients
as people and lack of consideration of them as. individuals are brought out
again in these comments.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits : Superficiality, lack of objective-
ness, and lack of interest constitutes the theme of remarks under this
point. Not even an interest in health which characterizes the extent of
social services in some localities is mentioned by the interviewee.
Approach to Problems : The interviewee has spoken of some problems in
previous comments and points out another here. All these problems are, to
him, problems of administration, not problems of people. Viewed in this
light, there is no approach to human problems as far as the administration
of Public Welfare, in this instance, is concerned.
Expansion of Services : In view of the comments made by the interviewee an
interest in social services could not be expected. They are entirely
foreign to the present program.
Summary
Concept of Public Welfare ; The concept of Public Welfare in this instance
is not only extremely narrow but is somewhat negativistic as well. No
strengths for broadening the concept appear at any point.
Attitudes to Recipient Groups ? For the most part, the recipients appear to
be regarded as a troublesome lot. No interest in, or appreciation of, them
I
as people appears to exist.
Understanding of Human Behavior t Not only is an elementary understanding
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—lacking, but there are no positive points, on the basis of information at
hand, at which such understanding might be developed.
There appears to be no interest in even a minimum kind of social
services. Although ability for a minimum kind of service may exist, al-
though not in evidence, it does not extend beyond that point.
Digest of Interview Town No. 16
Recording: Information bearing on resources and eligibility constitutes
the record. No other material related to social services is included.
Budgets : In General Relief, "we provide the bare necessities." The allow-
ance for food is determined by asking the applicant what amount he thinks he
will need. If it is less than the amount called for in the standard budget,
the request is granted.
The State standard budget is valuable because it creates uniformity
throughout the State and "people won't move to towns where they give more."
Inasmuch as there is no such uniformity with respect to budgets in General
Relief, the interviewer inquired if people change residence for the purpose
of gaining some advantage in the amount of General Relief provided. The
interviewee replied that no such instances had come to his attention.
Cash Relief : General Relief recipients receive cash except for an occasion-
al emergency grant at which times a food voucher is used. It was thought
that it would be an improvement in Old Age Assistance and Aid to Dependent
Children if payments could be made direct to vendors such as a doctor or a
hospital. However, this was not a matter of much concern "as long as the
responsibility doesn't fall on me."
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Requests for Service : Recipients sometimes ask for more money, but "they
don’t ask for help with budget planning." No other problems are brought
to the attention of the interviewee except "household problems" such as
finding suitable living quarters.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits : Because "I’m in touch with them all
the time anyway" there is no reason for a difference in the required fre-
quency of investigations. The interviewee frequently "sees" recipients on
the street which replaces some visiting. Visits as contrasted to formal
investigations are for the purpose of checking on resources and determining
financial need. It is considered necessary to visit General Relief recip-
ients frequently "because there are more employable people" in this cate-
gory.
Approach to Problems : "Drinking" was named as the prime cause of human
problems. When the interviewer inquired as to some possible reasons for
drinking the reply was, "because they like it, I guess." Some families are
on relief for generations. "It just seems to be bred in them. Nothing can
be done about it." Social services designed to meet problems of behavior
"would not be worthwhile. They’re usually too far gone. I don’t think
anything can be done about it."
Expansion of Services : It was said that no thought had been given to the
question of extended social services. "It might be a good thing if people
wanted it.
Analysis of Interview Town No. 16
Recording : Records contain no basis for planned social services on a con-
tinuing basis.
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Budgets s Not onlv is the General Relief budget below standard but the
interviewee bargains with applicants capitalizing, it seems, on his stronger
position even with respect to the highly important item of food.
The value seen in the State standard budget has no relation whatso-
ever to the recipient group. Furthermore the value expressed does not
appear to have any basis in fact in the interviewee f s experience.
Cash Reliefs Cash, as a form of relief, is used almost exclusivelv in
General Relief. Although there is no basis for the statement, one is
tempted to conjecture, on the basis of previous comments, that the policy
is employed because of its greater simplicity.
Requests for Service: Although recipients find it necessarv at times to
ask for additional funds, it does not occur to the interviewee that it may
indicate a problem in which he should be interested and with which he might
be of help. The ways in which people ask for help take many forms. People
also tend to de-personalize their problems. The extreme literalness of the
interviewee is not compatible with these two characteristics. If he is not
literal, the best that can then be said is that he is not interested.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits: The interviewee* s interest is con-
fined to the legal aspects of his job. He has no breadth of appreciation
of the welfare of people.
Approach to Problems: Problems of people present a hopeless problem to the
interviewee. He says that nothing can be done to help alleviate these
problems and it is therefore useless to consider trying. Problems of people
are said to be predestined by factors beyond human control. Drinking is
thought to be the prime cause of human difficulty. This is an over-simpli-
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fication in addition to the fact that drinking may also be a result of a
combination of factors.
Expansion of Services : Inasmuch as social services are not a part of the
present program and there seems to be no source from which they might
spring, it could not be expected that the idea of a new program involving
social services would be given more than a passing thought.
Summary
Concept of Public Welfare : The concept of Public Welfare is extremely
narrow and superficial and somewhat apathetic.
Ittitude to Recipient Groups ; Not only is -there no individualized interest
in people but there is little interest exhibited on any basis.
Understanding of Human Behavior ! There is no evidence of even an elementary
understanding of human behavior nor are any strengths for its development
indicated.
Neither the ability to provide effective social services nor an
interest in them exists in this administration.
Digest of Interview Town No. 17
Recording ; In addition to information required for determination of eligi-
bility, facts in relation to illness are entered in the record "without
elaboration." Having this material is helpful on occasions when another
town requests information about an applicant.
Budgets : The General Relief budget contains the major items found in the
standard budgets. "Any one item is the same in all three" categories. Use
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of a State standard budget creates uniformity throughout the State which is
regarded favorably.
Cash Relief ; "If we know they are all right we give cash" in General Relief.
Fide acquaintance with townspeople is the basis for this determination.
"Some people can’t be trusted with cash" but the policy of cash payment is
acceptable in Old Age Assistance and Aid to Dependent Children because grants
are considered as a pension. "If they run short on things, that’s their own
business."
Requests for Service : Recipients do not approach the interviewee with
problems of financial planning. He provides about one-third of the families
with an itemized statement of the budget. "The others wouldn’t know what to
do with the figures."
There have been no indications of personal and family problems in
Old Age Assistance or Aid to Dependent Children. Occasionally a family
problem, such as marital discord, comes to the attention of the administra-
tor in the General Relief group. Such a problem would be outside the prov-
ince of Public Welfare.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits : Visits are made in addition to formal
investigations in regard to problems of health, need for housekeeper, and
legal problems. Such services, even though some of them might not be con-
sidered to be within the responsibility of the administrator are provided
with ready willingness.
General Relief recipients are ordinarily "not as high an order of
people" as those in the Old Age Assistance and Aid to Dependent Children
groups. "They are not as honest and must be watched closer." An attempt to
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provide social services to this group would be of little value. "They
wouldnH know what you were talking about. Most of them wear you out."
Approach to Problems ; Most family problems are a result of "nervous condi-
tions." Present personnel does not have the necessary training to provide
individual services in this area. It would require frequent contact with
the individual or family and would necessitate "follow-up" work.
Relief is "bound to damage morale" because of the stigma attached
to it.
Expansion of Services : Most people at one time or another could profit by
a program of social services, but such an expansion could not be undertaken
without trained personnel. Pending that development, it would be wise to
restrict services to the provision of housekeeping services and counsel in
matters of home management.
Analysis of Interview Town No. 17
Recording : Use of the record is not related to the recipient group in
terms of providing a basis for planned social services.
Budgets : The interviewee values a standard budget because it creates uni-
formity and local practice is quite uniform. The General Relief budget for
the items included, which are the major ones, is equivalent to that provided
for other recipient groups.
Cash Relief : It is undoubtedly true that some people do not manage well,
but relief in kind is not accompanied by efforts to develop independent plan-
ning. An applicant must have demonstrated to the knowledge of the adminis-
trator, and prior to application, that he can manage well if he is to re-
ceive a cash allowance. Depending on acquaintanceship and reputation is
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hardly an objective basis for determining the form of relief.
Requests for Service : An itemized statement of the budget should prove
helpful, but it is only the first step in providing assistance for financial
planning. The interviewee appears to be somewhat judgmental when he easily
assumes that such a large percentage of the group could not use such help.
It is true that not all people would welcome efforts to help solve
a family problem, but to deny such an interest to all families is not justi-
fiable unless the person who might offer such help recognizes his lack of
skill. If that is the case here, the administrator is following a wise
course except that he might on occasion help the family to find competent
counsel.
Pumose of Investigations and Visits: Some specific services beyond finan-
cial relief are provided, but in view of the administrator's appraisal of
the General Relief group one wonders if they are not provided on a more or
less personal basis. It is difficult to try to provide a service to people
if a degree of prejudice exists.
Approach to Problems : The so-called "nervous conditions" no doubt cause
much of human difficulties. They are result, too, as well as cause. The
interviewee is correct in stating that service in these areas demand train-
ing, understanding, and extended periods of treatment. Without either train-
ing or understanding, it is best not to attempt such service.
Expansion of Services : The interviewee makes a sound appraisal of the
basis for social services. In these comments and those under the preceding
point, he has explained the reason such services are not a part of the
present program.
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Summary
Concept of Public Welfare : The concept of Public Welfare, in this instance,
has breadth in practice and considerable breadth in theory. There is also
a recognition of what is needed to bridge the gap.
Attitudes toward Recipient Groups ? Discussion under Requests for Service
and Purpose of Investigations and Visits point toward a judgmental attitude
and some prejudice and discrimination against the General Relief group. On
the other hand, certain services are provided with ready willingness.
Understanding of Human Behavior : There is a degree of understanding on a
generalized basis which constitutes a strength for further development.
This understanding is not sufficiently individualized to be of practical
value. It is important, too, to know when not to attempt to provide certain
services because of lack of skill.
There is an appreciable degree of ability, and interest with respect
to some recipients, for providing certain specialized services. Ability for
broad social services does not exist and interest is questionable.
Digest of Interview Town No. 18
Recording : Whatever information is required by "State law and policy” and
to satisfy a federal investigation constitutes the record. Complaints
about the budget are also entered. ”1 don’t know what value it is except
that State and Federal officials can see that there is dissatisfaction."
Budgets : The State standard budget is used as a basis for determining
allowances to General Relief recipients. The major items are included and
j
the allowance, by items, is equal to the standard budget.
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Cash Relief : Relief in kind has been used almost exclusively in General
Relief but the administrator plans to adopt a policy of cash relief because
"it puts them on their own and allows them to get the most they can out of
a relief budget." The policy of requiring the recipient to call each week
at the office for the allowance would continue. In this way a closer check
can be made with respect to employment.
It would be an improvement in the policy of cash grants in Old Age
Assistance and Aid to Dependent Children if the administrator could retain
the opportunity to use relief in kind and make direct payments to vendors
on occasion. "We could handle the money better for some people."
Requests for Service : Some recipients have difficulty with budget planning.
With this group, "it is a perennial problem." The interviewee has found no
method of solving such problems. ”1 tell them the money is there. They've
just got to make it do."
No problems involving psychological or emotional factors are brought
to the attention of the interviewee with the exception of those occasions
when an Old Age Assistance recipient objects to their children being asked
for contributions to help meet their needs. No other problems are seen by
the administrator.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits : Aid to Dependent Children families
should be investigated more frequently than those receiving Old Age Assist-
ance because there is always the chance that one of the children has obtain-
ed employment. Additional visits are made in both groups but "visits are
really investigations, too." Complaints by community people or school
teachers prompt such visits.
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It is considered necessary to keep a close check on the resources of
General Relief recipients which calls for frequent contacts in this group.
Approach to Problems : It is a combination of heredity and life experience
that determines the personality of an individual. The interviewee com-
mented that he has "a nice class of people on relief" at the present time.
That is, they are good housekeepers. In appraising a home in terms of
children, the interviewee places a higher value on neatness of home than on
a mother's love and affection for the children.
Expansion of Service : This possibility had not previously occurred to the
interviewee, but his present reaction to the idea was unfavorable. "We
have enough to do as it is."
Analysis of Interview Town No. .1$
Recording ! Records are restricted to the minimum necessary for meeting
legal requirements and therefore do not provide sufficient basis for a wide
range of planned social services.
Budgets : The General Relief budget is equivalent to the standard budget
with respect to major items.
Cash Relief : Cash relief is preferred primarily because of the value that
accrues to the recipient. There is no evidence, however, that relief in
kind is accompanied by efforts to further develop the independence the inter-
viewee values for recipients.
Requests for Service : Although problems of financial planning and budgeting
appear rather frequently, little help in this area is forthcoming. The
interviewee solves the problem for himself by simply telling the recipient he
must get along somehow on the amount provided. The administrator is not
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aware of personal and family problems some of which may very well be related
to difficulties with financial planning.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits : Interest in the welfare of people
does not appear to be a part of the purpose of visits. Eligibility factors
are the only considerations mentioned.
Approach to Problems : Although the interviewee states that experiences in
life play an important role in the development of personality, this theory
does not appear to be practically applied. Judging by the lack of interest
in the welfare of recipients as found in the narrow purpose of visits and
substantiated to a degree by the high relative value placed on a neat home,
it appears that the interviewee is not interested in, or does not under-
stand, the practical aspects of the relation between experience and person-
ality.
Expansion of Services : The interviewee is not interested in a plan to
provide social services on a community-wide basis. This is to be expected,
perhaps, in view of the fact that such services are not a part of the
present program.
Summary
Concept of Public Welfare : Discussion under all points with the possible
exception of Budgets point to a narrow concept of the job of Public Welfare.
Attitudes toward Recipient Groups ? Lack of interest in people as individuals
and lack of interest in, or awareness of, their problems seems to character-
ize this administration.
Understanding of Human Behavior : The interviewee offered no clue to an
interest in or an understanding of individual human behavior.
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Neither the ability nor the interest necessary for broad social
services is in evidence here.
Digest of Interview Town No. 19.
Recording : The recording "differs in some respects in different situations. 1'
Inquiries as to the reason for, and nature of, these differences resulted in
the explanation that larger families necessitate wider investigation in
order to determine all resources.
Budgets : The General Relief budget is the same as the standard budget used
in Old Age Assistance. That is, the amount of each item is calculated on
the same basis, and all items are included. All assistance is based on need,
therefore "there should be no difference. The minute you differentiate
between the categories, you*re leaving yourself open for trouble."
Cash Relief : Only rarely is relief in kind considered necessary in General
Relief. "A woman with the cash can do a better job of managing than I can
do for the family with vouchers." A policy of cash grants in Old Age Assist-
ance and Aid to Dependent Children is preferred to having an opportunity to
use relief in kind. Mothers of Aid to Dependent Children families apparent-
ly manage a cash grant without difficulty. If an Old Age Assistance recip-
ient wants to mismanage his grant, "it is up to him." It affects adults
only. If a recipient of General Relief has a wife and children, the admin-
istrator feels some responsibility to see that the allowance is properly
expended.
Requests for Service : No problems of financial management are brought to
the interviewee. "I send them a copy of the itemized budget, so they know
as much about it as I do." If financial aid is requested for a short period
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of time "we sit down and figure it out because no two situations are alike."
Little was offered with respect to non-financial problems. There
are "same." He has a degree of success "with some."
Purpose of Investigations and Visits : Formal investigations once in six
months should be sufficient but visits depend on individual circumstances.
Some have to be watched closely. Illness necessitates frequent calls at
times. Occasionally an elderly person lives alone and is not able to get
around. The interviewee's visits may constitute the only outside contact
the person has. Under such circumstance visits are frequent.
Approach to Problems : "I don't think heredity has anything to do with it."
The example set by parents is an important factor in child development. "A
lot of people seem to think a child doesn't know anything, but they're just
kidding themselves." During the first six or seven years of a child's life
the influence of the parents on the development of personality is exception-
ally important.
"I'm interested in the study of human nature. I've often wondered
what makes people do the things they do and why one child in a family is
often so different than the others."
Expansion of Service: The interviewee was somewhat dubious about offering
social services on a community-wide basis, but certain radio programs led
him to think that "some of it would be good."
Analysis of Interview Town No. 19
Recording : Recording is completely related to the legal requirements for
establishing eligibility.
Budgets ; Financial need is viewed in a practical and realistic manner. Need
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is accepted as the proper basis for consideration, and no distinction is
made among the recipient groups with respect to major budget items.
Cash Relief ; Relief is not regarded as a medium through which independent
planning might be developed. On the other hand the interviewee appears to
take a practical view in choosing the type of relief to be provided.
Requests for Service : The interviewee's policy of working out an individual-
ized budget with the applicant is an example of interest and concern for
individual people. It is evident, however, that problems of planning beyond
the initial step of providing an itemized budget receive little recognition
Comments in regard to non-financial problems reveal little. Ap-
parently they occupy a very minor position in the total program.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits : The individualized regard for recip-
ients is important and is recognized as a fundamental strength in the admin-
istrator's philosophy. Visits and service on occasions of illness and other
individual circumstances are valuable but cannot be regarded as a wide range
of planned social services.
Approach to Problems : The interviewee reveals considerable appreciation,
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on a generalized basis, of the background of personality development. This
does not constitute real understanding on an individualized basis. The fact
that the interviewee is interested in "human nature" is an important strength
on which a broader and practical knowledge could be built.
Expansion of Cervices : The interviewee takes a middle course in his reply
to this question which does not lend itself to substantiated deductions.
Summary
Concept of Public Welfare: Comments under Recording . Cash Relief , and
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Requests for Service do not indicate a breadth of philosophy of Public
Welfare. The discussion under Approach to Problems reveals a greater ap-
preciation on a generalized, theoretical basis.
Attitudes toward Recipient Groups : The individualized point of view expres-
sed throughout the discussion is an important strength. It is fundamental
to the social services that might be built into the program.
Understanding of Human Behavior : A degree of generalized appreciation of
the bases of human behavior is in evidence. It has not been individualized
in terms of the recipients, nor has it been developed to the point where it
is practically applied. It is an important strength, nevertheless.
Although ability to provide a wide range of planned social services
does not appear, there is an interest in people in general. On a theoreti-
cal basis at least, there is an important basis for the development of so-
cial services.
Digest of Interview Town No. 20
Recording : Information pertinent to determining eligibility constitutes the
recording.
Budgets : The amount allowed for food in General Relief approximates the
standard budget.
Cash Relief : If there is any evidence of not properly managing a cash al-
lowance in General Relief, "grocery slips” are used. The local office
should have an opportunity of Judging whether cash should be used in Aid to
Dependent Children because many people "haven’t had experience in managing."
In these instances "it is better if we handle it for them."
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Request for Services : It is rare that an occasion arises for service in
the area of financial planning. Rare also are problems of a non-financial
nature. The interviewee felt that little success had been achieved in
these instances. In fact, the comments under this point were brief and
quite vague.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits : No need was seen for a difference in
the frequency of investigations between the categories of Old Age Assistance
and Aid to Dependent Children. Visits depend on individual circumstances.
Health, heating problems, and changes in income were given as examples of
circumstances that would prompt visits.
Approach to Problems : Conditions of the home and parental standards are the
prime causes of individual behavior problems. "Occasionally a person is
born that way."
General Relief recipients "are different.’1 They were described as
being interested only in themselves and interested only in "just getting
along."
Need for relief is found to be chronic with respect to some families
but no suggestions as to possible causes or methods of meeting such a prob-
lem could be offered.
Expansion of Services : No previous consideration had been given to this
possibility. The interviewee preferred not to express an opinion of it at
this time.
Analysis of Interview Town No. 20
Recording : The records do not, by the nature of the material, provide a
basis for planned and continuing social services.
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Budgets : The fact that the General Relief food budget is sub-standard sug-
gests discrimination against this group.
Cash Relief : Lack of experience in managing should be regarded as an oppor-
tunity for an educational program on an individualized basis but such is not
the case here.
Request for Services : The interviewee has few problems brought to him and
among those he concedes little success. The fact that he has little to say
on the point leads one to conclude that he has little to offer in this area
and probably is unaware of problems that do exist. It simply appears that
this is an area into which the program has not been taken.
Purpose of Investigations and Visits : Health and heating problems are
unquestionably related to the welfare of recipients but services in regard
to them, and similar factors, if viewed as isolated items, do not constitute
broad social services.
Approach to Problems: Although some recognition is given to the relation
of life experiences to personality, the expressed attitude toward General
Relief recipients as a group reveals a lack of practical application of this
thinking. General Relief recipients are considered, as a group, to be
"different" than other people. An individualized point of view does not
exist to any substantial degree.
Expansion of Services : The interviewee preferred not to express an opinion
on this point.
Summary
Concept of Public Welfare : The discussion under all points indicates a
lack of breadth of the concept of the job of Public Welfare.
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Attitudes toward Recipient Groups : A prejudiced point of view is evidenced
with respect to the General Relief group as borne out specifically by com-
ments under Approach to Problems . No other points in the discussion tend to
modify this expression.
Understanding of Human Behavior : The first sentence of the statement under
Approach to Problems provides the only clue to an understanding of human
behavior. The rest of the statement under the same point substantially
counteracts the impression that might otherwise be gained. Understanding is
therefore judged to be generalized and seriously limited.
There is, apparently, little interest in social services. Opportun-
ities for a limited kind of service go unheeded. The ability to provide a
wide range of planned social service is lacking.
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CHAPTER IV
Summary and Conclusions
The twenty local units studied and reported on. lend themselves to a
division into three groups in terras of interest and ability to provide
social services on a broad basis.
Group I : There are but two towns, numbered four and eight, that adequately
meet the standard set forth in Chapter II of this study. They constitute
ten per cent of the total group. The interviews with the local administra-
tors in these localities revealed throughout the discussions positive ex-
pressions of philosophy and descriptions of practice consistent with theory.
The concept of Public Welfare is broad. It included an interest in people
and their problems accompanied by efforts to help them meet those problems.
Recipients are viewed as individual people whose economic and psychological
needs, whose personalities and capacity for growth and increasing strengths
differ in varying degrees from other individuals.
Although it cannot be accurately gauged by the material at hand, it
is clear that in both instances this philosophy is accompanied by an import-
ant measure of understanding of individual human beings and an appreciation
of many of the qualitative factors that mold the developing personality. It
is apparent that there is a fair degree, at least, of effective skill in the
application of this knowledge and understanding for the preservation and
reconstruction of individual human values.
In both instances there is a warm acceptance of people which is the
fabric into which skills for helping people are woven.
Group II ; In the second group there sure six local units, comprising thirty
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per cent of the total, listed under numbers: one, two, seven, sixteen,
eighteen, and twenty. In these towns there was no interest shown in social
services, no discernible ability to provide them, and no appreciable
strengths on which to develop and build these attributes. Here the concept
of Public Welfare is narrow, sometimes mechanistic to an extreme degree.
Thinking and practice is in terms of the administrative aspects of the job
with little or no relation to the groups they serve. Attitudes toward re-
cipients are reflected by unequal treatment on a categorical basis. There
appeared to be no understanding of the bases of human behavior on either an
individual or generalized basis.
Group III . The third, and final, group comprised of twelve - sixty per cent-
of the units studied fell decidedly short of the standard applied but dis-
tributed among them are various strengths which could provide a foundation
for the development of a program of social services. Some strengths are in
the nature of a point of view, an expression of philosophy, which is at
times consistent, on a limited basis, with accepted practice. Strengths also
expressed themselves in certain techniques partially developed or narrowly
applied, but capable of expansion for further value. In other instances, the
strength is found in an expressed interest in development, some indication
that increased competence would be thought valuable.
Because of the importance of such .strengths in terms of building a
program of social services some examples are pointed out here.
In towns three and ten a technique in interviewing has been con-
sciously developed to a certain degree. If its purpose could be broadened
and new values found, much would be gained for their programs.
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In towns twelve, fourteen, and seventeen, the need for preparation
and training for providing a broad program of social services was recognized.
In town fourteen, the practical advantages to the community at large were
seen in an effective social service program.
An individualized point of view with respect to recipients was
found in towns six, eleven, and nineteen. In town eleven, the value of
building a confidence in the community was spoken of as important to social
services. In town six a broad theoretical basis for human behavior was
discussed.
Particular interest in the welfare of children and some apprecia-
tion of psychological and emotional factors in family life was specifically
expressed in town five.
Thinking of the second and third group of towns collectively, a
number of specific shortcomings and obstacles in terms of a good social
service program are apparent.
1. There is a strong tendency to think about people categorically.
People are classified on prima facie evidence with little questioning as to
causes. Therefore, there is little effort toward what might be termed a
reconstruction of human values. Some look at this problem of undesirable
traits and lacks in people with a fatalistic point of view, some are irri-
tated and feel burdened by it, and others seem to be searching for an
answer.
2. There is little conception of social services beyond concrete
tangible things such as matters of physical health, a legal point, or
purely economic considerations. These are important services, but they
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would be far more effective in terms of good family life and a strong com-
munity if they were related to the total family situations and to the many
interrelated causative factors which produce personal and family difficul-
ties.
3. The general thinking, with respect to problems, tends to be
quasi-sociological rather than in terms of the individual. There is a
tendency toward an over-simplification of problems by choosing some one
point such as lack of education, mental deficiency, drinking, or heredity
as the root of all difficulties.
4. Some administrators recognize the existence of problems of a
personal and family nature involving psychological and emotional factors
but concede little success in meeting them. Others adopt a laissez-faire
attitude. They appear to be largely unaware of the danger signals that
often precede the development of serious problems. Consequently problems
are recognized only after they have developed to serious proportions and
the chance of successful treatment has been reduced to a minimum.
5. There is a general absence of planned continuity of treatment
services. It tends to be more a matter of working with crises, as they
occur, on a rather isolated basis. There is little thought of the possibil-
ity of prevention. An exaggerated example is the observation by many that
financial need is a chronic problem in many families carrying over from
generation to generation. Some administrators feel these problems are out-
side the province of Public Welfare; others consider them a part of the job,
but are at a loss to know how to approach them.
6. Local officials rely to a considerable extent on informal
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contacts in lieu of more formal visits because, they say, the community is
small and people are well known. This has some potential dangers. Because
people are "known”, the tendency is to classify and stereotype them. The
informal contact may tend to replace an investigation. If investigations
are made in piecemeal fashion via the informal contact, the recipient must
feel that he is under constant surveillance and an opportunity for worker-
recipient relationship is lost. Another danger may be that neighbors and/or
friends of long standing may become recipients. The new relationship is
difficult to form. It is unwelcome to both. The neighborly relations tend
to continue exclusively which may well reduce "visits" and investigations to
"Ho?f are you getting along” and the reply of "all right." Needs may be over-
looked and the quality of investigations substantially reduced.
7. Recording is principally a de-personalized focal point for
statistical information bearing on material resources and eligibility
factors. Any additional material should, of course, be purposeful, and
purposefulness is related directly to a knowledge of how to use the inform-
ation as an aid in winning an objective that is mutual to both worker and
recipient. Recorded material provides a means of making a progressive analy-
sis of a given problem situation out of which a course of action may be
charted and evaluations of progress can be made. The volume of work and the
kinds of problems that come to the attention of the administrator would
determine the number and volume of such efforts. If financial dependence
can be shortened or recurrence of need prevented even with selected situa-
tions such a program would have practical financial advantages as well as
intrinsic values to recipients and to the whole community.
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It seems to the writer that the chief criticism to be made must be
directed primarily to two fundamental lacks. First, is the general absence
of a broad and constructive philosophy of welfare work, the kind of philoso-
phy that draws on the experience of public welfare efforts in the past and
provides a broad horizon for the future. Out of this should come vigor and
progress.
The second major lack is in the area of understanding of individual
human behavior. This is, indeed, in its entirety, a large and complex field,
in which much is, as yet, unknown. Nevertheless, a knowledge of basic in-
formation and an appreciation of the development of individual personality
can be achieved and should be achieved by those whose job it is to work
with people in trouble.
Out of these foundations, skills for the application of this know-
ledge are developed, latent talents of the workers are released, new vistas
appear, and family and community life is strengthened. This is Public
Welfare in its true meaning.
The opportunity for this kind of progress exists now. Observe
again the percentage groupings of the local units in terns of the standard
for attainment and we see that seventy per cent of the towns present a
variety of active strengths on which a new and progressive program could be
built.
Given a fresh point of view, some tools with which to work, encour-
agement, and direction; Public Welfare on the local level can move forward
steadily on a broad progressive basis.
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CHAPTER V
Recommendations
Drawing on comments made in the preceding chapter, acquisition of a
broad and constructive philosophy of Public Welfare and a basic understand-
ing of human behavior are requisites of an effective program to strengthen
family and community life and to increase the efforts toward meeting the
problem of dependency. Those who are to assume the final responsibility for
implementing these qualities must receive encouragement and competent direc-
tion from the top levels of the organization down through the line. It is
unquestionably a sizable undertaking. It cannot be legislated; it must grow
in breadth and depth step by step and on a sound foundation.
The writer does not propose to attempt to offer a single plan worked
out in detail through which such a program might evenually be achieved.
However, some suggestions can be made which could be put into practice with
proper variations compatible with the practical characteristics of the
present organization known best to the people within it.
Perhaps more than one avenue of approach could be used to advantage.
Some people in the organization could take selected courses of study, al-
though this would be practicable, for various reasons, for only a relatively
few staff members. An in-training program could be one medium. It would
find greatest effectiveness if carried out in small units so that attention
could be given to participants on an individual basis.
A project for demonstration by the case method could be started on a
small scale and enlarged as circumstances indicated. That is, a person well
versed in the theory and practice of social service with an ability to teach
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could, with a group of interested local administrators, select cases from
the respective offices and provide individualized direction and supervision
for instituting and carrying out plans for service. Developments should be
analyzed step by step with full participation by the local person. Out of
these efforts certain cases could be selected to illustrate certain accom-
plishments in terms of objectives stated previously. Two advantages are
inherent in this kind of project. 1) The local person would learn by
actually carrying out the process himself and would thereby assimilate more
quickly the methods and skills involved. 2) Other local administrators
would be more apt to be encouraged and stimulated if illustrations of such
work came out of their own district and had been carried out by an associate
with background and talents similar to their own. Furthermore, these cases
would be more impressive for use in interpretation to local boards. Once
such a project was established, in selected localities, opportunities for
increasing its effectiveness would continue to present themselves. Written
material would become more meaningful for the local person following this
kind of an experience. Various means of supplementing the project and con-
tributing to a steady growth could be developed.
Whatever method or methods are chosen, two facts should be kept
clearly in mind. First, achieving this kind of program will be a slow and
difficult process. It will require continuing and practical planning and it
will require faith in the future of Public Welfare. Second, it must have
wholehearted support on all levels of the organization, and these people
must participate in the program of training.
Planned social services based on an understanding of individual
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human behavior and a broadened appreciation of the problems of humanity is
the future of Public Welfare.
Approved,
Dean
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